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THE COLLEGE CALENDAR 
Fall Quarter, 1957 

September 11, Wednesday .... Registration of all students other 
than freshmen. 

September 12-13, Thurs.-Fri...AU classes meet (No floats). 
October 5, Saturday ----------------Homecoming. 
October 23, Wednesday ----------College closes at 3:50p.m. for Indi

ana State Teachers Association 
annual district meetings. 

October 28, Monday ----------------Classes resumed. 
November 27, Wednesday ...... College closes at 3:50 p.m. for 

Thanksgiving recess. College of
fices closed until December 2. 

December 2, Monday --------------Classes resumed. 
December 6, Friday ----------------Fall Quarter ends. 

Winter Quarter, 1957-58 
December 10, Tuesday ------------Registration, freshman orientation. 
December 11-13, Wed-Fri. ---"All classes meet. (No floats) 
December 20, Friday --------------College closes at noon for Christ-

mas vacation. 
December 24-26, inclusive ...... College offices closed. 
January 6, Monday .................. Classes resumed. 
March 14, Friday ····------··--·-··-·Winter Quarter ends. 

Spring Quarter, 1958 
March 18, Tuesday -----------·------Registration. 
March 19-21, inclusive ............ All classes meet daily. (No floats). 
April 2, Wednesday ----------------College closes at 3:50 p.m. for 

Easter recess. 
April 7, Monday --·------------·------Classes resumed. 
May 30, Friday ----------------···-····College and offices closed for Me

morial Day 
May 31, Saturday ---------------·---·Alumni-Senior Day 
June 1, Sunday ·-----------------·-··-·Baccalaureate Services at 11:00 

a.m. 
June 1, Sunday -------·---·------······Commencement Exercises at 6:00 

p.m. 
June 6, Friday ----------------·-----····Spring Quarter ends at 3 :50 p.m. 

First Summer Term, 1958 
June 16, Monday -----------------·····Registration. 
June 17, Tuesday --------··------··--Classes meet. 
July 18, Friday ·-----·--·------·-··---.First Summer Term ends. 

Second Summer Term, 1958 
July 21, Monday ····-----------·····-.Registration. 
July 22, Tuesday ---·------·-···-····Classes meet. 
August 22, Friday ................. .Second Summer Term ends. 

The calendar for the 1958-59 college year will be announced 
at a later date. 

College Office Hours 
Monday through Friday-S a.m. - 11 :45 a.m., 12.45 p.m. - 4 :30 p.m. 

Saturday-S a.m. - 12 noon. Closed Saturday afternoons and 
Sundays. Telephone-Crawford 3321. 
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General Information 
HISTORY OF GRADUATE PROGRAM 

7 

Graduate work was inaugurated at Indiana State Teachers Col
lege in 1927. At that time the objective of the graduate program 
was to prepare students for administrative licenses. Gradually a 
graduate program was developed to meet the needs of secondary 
and elementary teachers. In 1947, a sixth year curriculum was 
established for those working toward the superintendent's certifi
cate. A cooperative program with Indiana University leading to the 
Doctor of Education Degree was approved in 1948. The present 
graduate program includes curricula for elementary and secondary 
teachers, for students desiring to major in academic fields, and for 
educational specialists and administrators. 

PURPOSES OF PRESENT GRADUATE PROGRAM 

The graduate program of Indiana State Teachers College is flex
ible to meet the particular needs of the individual student, taking 
into consideration his experience, interests, and previous education. 

The major goal of the graduate program for teachers is the 
development of the teacher as a professional person. The elementary 
and secondary teacher curricula offer the opportunity for continued 
growth in the teaching areas ; they provide for continued study of 
fundamental problems in the teaching profession; and they allow 
the student to explore new fields. 

Departmental curricula are available in many academic fields 
and areas. These are intended to provide a liberal education and 
to prepare the student for vocational or professional competence 
in the field or area chosen. Persons preparing for college teaching 
may be interested in one of these curricula, and secondary teachers 
may elect these curricula if they prefer. 

A student who is interested in becoming an educational specialist 
or administrator may pursue a curriculum in his area of interest. 
Upon completion of this work the student will have met the edu
cational requirements of an administrative or educational specialist 
certificate as prescribed by the State Department of Public In
struction. 

Any of the curricula leading to the master's degree will meet 
the educational requirements necessary for the conversion of an 
Indiana Provisional Teacher Certificate to first grade. 

Advanced curricula leading to the Advanced Degree in Edu
cation and the Doctor of Education Degree are provided for persons 
wishing to do graduate work in Education beyond the master's 
degree. 

ORGANIZATION OF GRADUATE DIVISION 

The Graduate Division is the administrative unit dealing with 
all aspects of graduate study. Policies and regulations which govern 
graduate work are made by the Graduate Council, and the Graduate 
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Council delegates authority to the Director of Graduate Studies to 
administer the graduate program. 

The Office of the Graduate Division is located in Room 101, 
Administration Building. Correspondence or inquiries concerning 
graduate work should be sent to this office. 

ADVISEMENT OF STUDENTS 

The Director of Graduate Studies is the adviser for all persons 
working toward an administrative or educational specialist certifi
cate, for those pursuing the elementary teacher curriculum, and 
for all persons working beyond the master's degree. In the case 
of a student who is majoring in any department other than the 
Department of Education, the chairman of that department will 
work cooperatively with the Director of Graduate Studies in help
ing the student plan his graduate curriculum. 

FACILITIES AND SERVICES 

All facilities and services for students of the College are avail
able to graduate students. These are described in detail in the 
Catalog Issue of the College. The following selected examples are 
presented here as of special interest to graduate students. 

The Library has been remodeled and expanded. Among new 
facilities available in the new air-conditioned wing are seminar 
rooms for graduate classes, locked studies for advanced graduates, 
open individual study carrels, student conference rooms, and addi
tional shelving to house twice the present outstanding collection of 
almost 200,000 volumes and over 5,000 non-book items. The Teaching 
Materials Center occupies the third level of the new wing; books 
in the Education class (370) are on level four. The Periodical Read
ing Room displaying over 500 titles is on level two directly off the 
Main Reading Room. Bound periodicals are shelved alphabetically 
on levels two and one. Reserve books are available from the 
charging desk in the lower level corridor of the old building. 

Placement is a service offered by Indiana State Teachers College 
to its graduates without charge. The services of the Bureau of 
Placement are available to students who have attended Indiana 
State Teachers College for two quarters and have earned a minimum 
of 32 quarter hours of prepared credit, as well as to students who 
have earned degrees from Indiana State. Arrangements may be 
made for the registration of school administrators who may not 
have met all the above requirements and to persons who are college 
graduates who complete the 28 quarter hour elementary conversion 
program. The Bureau prepares credentials and nominates individuals 
for positions. Once a person is registered with the Bureau, his 
papers remain in the files as a permanent record of his personal 
data and references. 

The Laboratory School, with an enrollment of 700 students from 
nursery school through the twelfth grade, provides an excellent 
opportunity for graduate students to observe, participate, or do 
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student teaching. Graduate assistantships for work in the Labora
tory School are also available. 

The Audio-Visual Center provides graduate students with an 
excellent collection of films, filmstrips, and other audio-visual equip
ment. Students may learn how to use audio-visual materials through 
courses offered at the Center, and special curricula are available 
for those who wish to major in this area. 

The Division of Extended Services schedules extension classes 
in various cities and towns in western Indiana during the regular 
school year, many of which are open to graduate students. The 
evening and Saturday classes offered each term on the campus also 
offer a wide choice of graduate courses applicable on the Master's 
and Joint Doctoral curricula and specialized certificates. Students 
will be kept informed of all of the class opportunities by applying 
to the Division of Extended Services. 

The Department of Alumni Relations serves graduates and 
former students of the College. Participating members may receive 
all privileges of alumni membership by paying an annual fee of 
one dollar ($1.00). 

GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIPS 
The College offers through its departments a number of gradu

ate assistantships. The graduate student holding such an appoint
ment does part-time teaching or assisting in the college or Labora
tory School and carries not more than 12 hours of course work per 
quarter. A teaching graduate assistantship pays $1350 for the 
academic year (three quarters) and a non-teaching graduate 
assistantship pays $1125 for the academic year. Assistantships do 
not include remittance of any fixed fees. 

RECOGNITION BY ACCREDITING AGENCIES 

Indiana State Teachers College is fully accredited by the Ameri
can Association of Colleges for Teacher Education and the North 
Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. The College 
is also on the latest approved list of the Association of American 
Universities. 

The College holds membership in the American Council on Edu
cation and the American Association of University Women. 

Both graduate and undergraduate curricula for the preparation 
of teachers have the approval of the Indiana State Board of Edu
cation. Graduates are able to qualify for many of the teaching and 
administrative certificates granted by the State Department of 
Public Instruction. 
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Contingent Fees and Expenses 
Contingent and Student Service Fees. Free tuition is given to all 

resident students of Indiana. Resident students of Indiana pay a 
contingent fee of $32 per quarter of 12 weeks for up to sixteen 
prepared hours (a normal college load), or $40 per quarter of 
twelve weeks for seventeen or more prepared hours. There is also 
a student service fee of $12 per quarter. These fees are used to meet 
in part the cost of maintenance of the buildings, campus, library 
and laboratories, and to support various student services and activi
ties. 

Non-resident students of Indiana pay an additional fee of $24 per 
quarter of 12 weeks and $12 per summer term of 5 weeks as non
resident tuition. Non-residence fees for those enrolled in less than 
nine (9) quarter hours in any one quarter are to be prorated at 
the rate of $6 for each four (4) quarter hours course and $3 for 
each two (2) quarter hour course. 

Allocation of Fees. By action of the State Teachers College Board 
all special fees such as departmental fees, laboratory fees and physi
cal education fees, (not including the student service fee), were 
abolished and a general contingent fee was established for all 
regularly matriculated students. By further action of the State 
Teachers College Board the student service fee was established at 
$12 per quarter. 

The allocation of fees, for full or partial work in Indiana State 
Teachers College, is shown in the following table: 

Total Fee• 
Quarter Seventeen or more prepared hours ________________ $62.00 
Quarter Nine to sixteen prepared hours·-----------·-·-··-···$44.00 
Quarter Five to eight prepared hours .......................... $36.00 
Quarter Fewer than five prepared hours .................... $24.00 
1st Summer Term (5 weeks) ............................ Same as Quarter Schedule Above 
2nd Summer Term (5 weeks) ............................ Same as Quarter Schedule Above 
*(Adjustments may be made at the end of any quarter or term to correspond 
with changes occasioned by inflation or deflation.) 

In return for the contingent fee, students receive the free use of 
the library and the free use of all laboratories, including the current 
supplies ordinarily used. In return for the student service fee, stu
dents receive the benefit of a health service, including access to the 
College Physician, and some provisions for hospitalization; free sub
scription to The Indiana Statesman, the student newspaper; a stu
dent identification card which admits them without further charge 
to all regularly scheduled home athletic games sponsored by the 
Athletic Department for that quarter or term; this same identifi
cation card admits them to all the privileges of the Student Activities 
program; services and facilities of the Student Union; and other 
personal and cultural development activities. 

The payment of Contingent, Student Service and all other fees 
is made to the Business Office. These fees must be paid at the time 
of Registration. 
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Auditor's Fee. An auditor's fee of $5 per term is charged to 
persons properly qualified who desire to attend one of the classes 
open for auditing without participating in the recitation and with
out formal credit. For two or more classes, the fee is $9.50. 

Refund Policy-For a twelve weeks quarter. Students who with
draw during the first week of the quarter will have 80% of their 
fees refunded. Students withdrawing during the second week of the 
quarter will have 60% of their fees refunded. Students withdraw
ing during the third week of the quarter will have 40% of their fees 
refunded. Students withdrawing during the fourth week of the 
quarter will have 20% of their fees refunded. Students withdraw
ing after four weeks of work will receive no refund of fees. 

Refund Policy-For a five weeks term. All students withdrawing 
during the first week of the term will have 50% of their fees re
funded. No refund of fees will be made if withdrawal is after the 
first week. 

Incomplete Credit Fee. Students removing an incomplete credit, 
"Inc," are divided into two groups as follows: 1. Those not regu
larly enrolled for new courses in residence; 2. Those regularly en
rolled for one or more new courses and for the removal of one or 
more "Inc" marks. 

Students of group 1 are required to register in the usual manner 
and pay one-half of the contingent and student service fees regularly 
charged for such registration. This amount shall be determined 
by dividing by two the amounts indicated in the table of fees. 

Students of the second group will be permitted to complete an 
"Inc" with no increase in the contingent and student service fees 
regularly paid for the amount of new work for which such students 
are registered. Students of this group shall register in the usual 
manner for the courses in which they previously have received an 
"Inc." 

The amount of non-resident tuition to be paid by non-residents of 
Indiana, who are removing an "Inc" credit shall be determined by 
the principles stated above, namely one-half of the regular non
resident fees for students of group 1 and no increase for those of 
group 2. 

A late registration fee of $10 will be assessed a student who fails 
to complete registration, including payment of fees, on the dates 
and within the hours specified in the published procedure for regis
tration for any particular quarter or term. 

Change of Course Fee. A student who initiates a change of course 
during the change of course period will pay a penalty of $5, unless 
it is determined that the change is due to administrative reasons. 

A late student program fee of $2 will be charged students who do 
not file class programs in the Registrar's Office on or before the day 
set as the final filing date. 
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A special examination fee of $1 for each subject will be charged 
students who do not take final examinations at the specified time. 
When such examinations are to be taken, formal application must 
be made to the instructor who will, upon presentation of the receipt 
for this examination fee, arrange for such examination. 

A breakage fee is charged in the various laboratories for labora
tory equipment which is either non-returnable or which is not re
turned in good condition. Such fees cover actual cost of the equip
ment and must be paid to the Business Office before the student 
registers for any subsequent quarter or term. 

Master's Cap and Gown Fee. Candidates who have been accepted 
by the Graduate Division for the master's degree are required to 
purchase or rent from the College Bookstore the Master's Cap and 
Gown to be worn at the graduation exercises. The Cap and Gown 
rental fee is nominal. 

Master's Hood Fee. Candidates who have been accepted by the 
Graduate Division for the master's degree are required to purchase 
or rent from the College Bookstore the Master's Hood to be worn 
at the graduation exercises. The rental fee is nominal. 

An Applied Music Fee of $10 will be charged for each two
hour course in instruments or voice done on the basis of individual 
instruction with a regular faculty music instructor. Students will 
be exempt from this fee after sixteen hours of applied music have 
been completed. 

An Organ Practice Fee of $2 per term will be charged for use 
of the organ at the Student Union Building and is to be paid at 
the Business Office. 

An Applied Art Fee of $10 may be charged for each two-hour 
course in applied art if the course requires special advanced in
struction. 

A Transcript Fee of $1 will be charged for all subsequent tran
script of records in the College after the first which is issued with
out charge. 

Thesis Expense. Charges for expenses incurred in connection 
with the preparation of a required degree thesis or dissertation 
will be made in accordance with Veterans Administration regula
tions applicable thereto, and will be limited to those charges per
missible under said regulations and to those expenditures incurred 
during the period of the veteran's resident training within the 
period covered by the VA contract. Such charges will also be limited 
to services or material furnished by the college or charged to and 
paid for by the college in accordance with the existing contract. 
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HOUSING 

The College maintains residence halls for both men and women 
which furnish adequate accommodations at moderate prices. Rates, 
including both room and board, are $228 per quarter during the 
regular academic year, and two-thirds of this amount must be paid 
at time of registration. The rates are $95 for each five-week sum
mer term, and the entire amount must be paid at time of registra
tion. 

A penalty will be charged for non-payment of room and board 
on or before establiahed due dates in housing facilities provided by 
the College, at the rate of 50 cents per school day until a maximum 
of $5 is assessed. 

A deposit of $20 is required when the application for a reservation 
is made. The deposit is refunded if cancellation is made 30 days 
prior to the opening of the first quarter for which the reservation 
is being made. If the reservation is cancelled during the term of the 
contract, the deposit is forfeited. Otherwise, this deposit may be 
held for thirty days after the end of the spring quarter and from 
it will be taken any obligations which the student may owe the 
residence halls. The remainder will be returned to the student. 

Some college housing for married students is available. Inquiries 
regarding married-student housing should be directed to the Di
rector of Student Housing. 
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General Graduate Regulations 
ADMISSION PROCEDURES 

Regular Admission to Graduate Study. Students who have re
ceived a bachelor's degree from a fully-accredited college or uni
versity, who have an undergraduate average of "C+," and who 
have no undergraduate deficiencies, will be considered for regular 
admission to graduate study. Application for admission must be 
filed in the Office of Graduate Studies at least one month prior 
to the first registration for graduate work. A student who com
pleted any of his undergraduate work at an institution other than 
Indiana State Teachers College must include an official transcript 
of such credits at the time he applies for admission. Decisions 
concerning the admission of students for graduate study are made 
by the Director of Graduate Studies. 

Conditional Admission. If a student did not receive his bachelor's 
degree from an accredited institution, or if his undergraduate record 
does not meet the standards of this college, he may be either denied 
graduate admission or admitted conditionally. In the case of con
ditional admission, the student must make up any undergraduate 
deficiencies and must maintain a "B" average in sixteen hours 
of graduate work before being granted regular admission. 

Special Admission. A student who desires to take work for grad
uate credit, but who does not desire to work toward a graduate 
degree, may be admitted as a special graduate student. Such a 
student must submit an application for special admission and must 
give evidence of having a bachelor's degree. If he applies for regular 
admission at a later date, graduate credit earned while he was a 
special student will be accepted only upon the discretion of the 
Director of Graduate Studies. 

Admission to Candidacy. Upon completion of at least sixteen 
quarter hours of graduate study with a "B" average, the student 
may apply for admission to candidacy for the master's degree. 
Application for a diploma must be filed at least three months before 
graduation. 

Admission to Advanced Graduate Study. Students who have com
pleted work for the master's degree may continue graduate study 
as advanced students, upon the approval of the Director of Graduate 
Studies. Those who desire admission to doctoral study must meet 
the standards for such study which have been established by 
Indiana University and this college. Further information may be 
obtained at the Office of Graduate Studies. 

RESIDENCE, TRANSFER, AND EXTENSION CREDIT 
A minimum of thirty-two quarter hours of graduate work must 

be done on the Terre Haute campus. A maximum of sixteen hours 
of graduate work may be transferred from accredited institutions, 
or earned in graduate extension courses, provided it is approved 
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in advance by the Director of Graduate Studies. In accordance with 
a reciprocity agreement with Ball State Teachers College, oper
ating under the same college board, graduate courses taken at 
that college are accepted as resident credit at Indiana State. How
ever, this institution will confer the master's degree only when the 
greater portion of the graduate work is taken at this institution 
and the local thesis requirements are met. Graduate credit for which 
the student received less than a "B" grade cannot be transferred 
to this College. Correspondence study will not count toward a 
graduate degree at this college, and such credit cannot be trans
ferred from another institution. 

PRE-REGISTRATION AND REGISTRATION PROCEDURES 

Each graduate student who is specializing in a departmental 
area must complete a schedule of study and have it approved by 
his departmental chairman. Copies of this will be retained by the 
departmental chairman, the Office of Graduate Studies, and the 
student himself. 

At least ten days prior to each regular or summer term, all 
graduate students must consult the Director of Graduate Studies 
to plan their programs and to file a pre-registration card. Registra
tion of graduate students will be the same as that for under
graduates. Students should consult the special registration bul
letins of the College to obtain details of this procedure. 

MAXIMUM LOAD 

The maximum load for a graduate student in residence is a 
total of sixteen hours of graduate or undergraduate work during 
a regular term or eight hours during a summer term of five 
weeks. Graduate assistants may take only twelve quarter hours 
of work. Students who are employed full-time may take no more 
than eight hours during a regular term or four hours during a 
summer term. 

GRADING 

The following grading standards apply to graduate work: 

Grade Type of Graduate Work 
A Excellent 
B+ Above Average 
B Average 
C+, C Below Average, Counting as Graduate Credit 
D+, D, F Failure 
W Withdrawn. Student withdrew during first three weeks 

of regular term or the first seven days of summer 
term. 

Inc ( ) Incomplete. Work was passing but incomplete at end 
of term, further class attendance required. 
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Def ( ) Deferred. Work was passing but a small amount of 
work must be made up without class attendance. 

In the cases of incomplete and deferred grades the work must 
have been at a passing level and the quality of the work completed 
is indicated in parentheses. Deferred and incomplete credits must 
be made up within one year. However, deferred grades for "600 
courses" and theses may be made up at any time within the time 
limitation for the degree concerned. 

In computing scholastic averages, the following point ratios are 
used: A ~ 4.00, B+ ..... 3.50, B ~ 3.00, C+ = 2.50, C ..... 2.00. An 
average of 3.00 is required for admission to candidacy and gradua
tion on the master's degree program. Advanced graduate students 
must have an average of 3.50 to gain admission to doctoral study. 
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RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS FOR MASTER'S DEGREE 

One of three research plans is required for the master's degree: 
the master's thesis plan, the 600-course plan, and the term paper 
plan. Upon being admitted to candidacy for the master's degree, 
the student must decide upon one of these procedures. Education 
501, or an equivalent research course, is a prerequisite to all re
search plans. 

Master's Thesis Plan 

The master's thesis should represent original scholarship in one 
or more of the following areas: (a) a review and synthesis of 
literature or documentary evidence; (b) the collection and analysis 
of data not previously available; or (c) a creative project, involving 
the formulation of new problems, the elaboration of new implica
tions, or the development of new relationships. The following thesis 
procedures should be followed: 

1. An approved master's thesis will count for a maximum of 
eight of the forty-eight quarter hours required for the mas
ter's degree. 

2. The student will confer with the Director of Graduate 
Studies concerning the selection of a general area of re
search, and the Director will appoint as chairman of a 
thesis committee a graduate faculty member who is an 
authority in that area. 

3. The Director, upon consulting with the chairman and the 
student, will appoint two other graduate faculty members 
to serve on the committee. 

4. The chairman will call a committee meeting to discuss the 
problem as presented by the student. Upon approving the 
thesis topic and problem, the chairman will submit three 
copies of an approval form to the Director of Graduate 
Studies. The Director will retain one, forward one to the 
Director of Research, and send the other to the student. 

5. During the progress of the research work, the chairman will 
be responsible for supervising the work of the student, and 
may call upon his committee or other faculty members for 
assistance. 

6. When the thesis is near completion, the student will enroll 
in the usual manner for Course-600 (Preparation of Thesis) 
in the department in which the work is being done. The 
chairman will act as the instructor, and the work will be 
done on an arranged basis. When the thesis has been ap
proved, bound, and deposited in the Office of Graduate 
Studies, a grade will be recorded by the instructor. Eight 
quarter hours credit will be given for an approved thesis. 

7. In preparing the thesis, Campbell's Form and Style in Thesis 
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Writing or Turabian's Manual for Writers of Term Papers, 
Theses, and Dissertations will be followed. 

8. When the preliminary typed copy of the thesis is completed 
by the student, it will be read by each member of the com
mittee, then by the Director of Graduate Studies, and finally 
by a member of the English Department. At least one week 
should be allowed for both the Director and the member of 
the English Department to read the thesis. 

9. The student will be held responsible for making all changes 
suggested by these persons, under the supervision of the 
chairman. 

10. A thesis approval form must be completed and bound with 
each copy of the thesis. A copy of this will be sent to the 
Director for his files. 

11. The serial number for the thesis should be obtained from 
the Office of Graduate Studies and inserted in the proper 
place on the title page and approval sheet. 

12. Three copies of a 200 - 500 word abstract of the thesis must 
be submitted with the thesis, but not bound in it. Sample 
abstracts may be obtained from the Director. 

13. Three copies of the thesis, the original and the first two 
carbons, bound according to specifications, must be sub
mitted to the Director. Two copies will be sent to the Library 
and a copy will be placed on file in the Office of Graduate 
Studies. 

600-Course Plan 

A 600-course is an independent research project which is an out
growth of any graduate course, except a research methods course, 
for which the student has obtained credit. Details concerning this 
course are as follows : 

1. The student may elect one or two 600-courses, for four quarter 
hours each, to fulfill the 600-course option. 

2. The last two digits of a 600-course are the same as those of 
the catalog number of the course previously taken (i.e., Edu
cation 621). 

3. The course must be approved in advance by the instructor 
with whom the research is to be done, by the Director of 
Graduate Studies, and by one other faculty member appointed 
by the Director. These three people will constitute the 600-
course committee. 

4. The paper must be written in accordance with Campbell's 
Form and Style in Thesis Writing or Turabian's Manual for 
Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations. 
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5. Upon approval of a preliminary copy of the paper by the 
committee, two copies must be typed, bound in term-paper 
binders, and properly labeled. One copy will be retained by 
the instructor and the other by the Director. When the work 
is completed and accepted by the committee, the instructor 
will record a grade for the course. 

Term Paper Plan 

Under this plan the student must submit at least two term papers 
in conjunction with two 500-level courses, at least one of which is in 
his area of specialization. The following procedures should be 
followed: 

1. The student should confer with the instructor of the course 
concerning the term paper early in the term. The instructor 
must approve each phase of the research during the term. 

2. The paper must be written in accordance with Campbell's 
Form and Style in Thesis Writing or Turabian's Manual for 
Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations. 

3. Upon completion of the paper it should be submitted to th0 
instructor for approval. If the instructor desires, he may retain 
the paper. 

4. If the instructor believes that the paper is an acceptable 
graduate-level research project he will sign an acceptance 
form which will be placed on file in the Office of Graduate 
Studies. It is the responsibility of the student to see that two 
such forms are on file at least one month before the master's 
degree is to be awarded . 

. 5 No graduate credit will be given for a term paper, although 
it may be one of the requirements for a graduate course. 

TIME LIMITATIONS 

No graduate credit will be counted toward a master's degree if 
the student enrolled for the work more than seven years before 
the completion of the degree. Persons working toward the Doctor 
of Education Degree must complete the requirements within a 
period of seven years. 

GRADUATION PROCEDURES 
Commencement is held at the end of each spring term. Stu

dents who expect to receive graduate degrees at the end of that 
term, as well as those who will complete their work at the end 
of the summer terms, must file an application for graduation in 
the Office of Graduate Studies by March 15. 

The deadline for the completion of master's thesis and 600-papers 
is May 20 for spring graduates and August 15 for summer graduates. 

Graduate students are expected to be present at commencement, 
unless formally excused by a committee representing the Graduate 
Council. 
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Graduate Degrees and Curricula 
MASTER OF ARTS AND MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREES 

In order to qualify for the Master of Arts or Master of Science 
degrees, the student must complete 48 quarter hours of graduate 
credit in one of the curriculum patterns listed below. There are no 
differences in requirements between the Master of Arts and Master 
of Science degrees. At the time of admission to candidacy the stu
dent must indicate which degree he prefers. 

MASTER'S DEGREE CURRICULA 

Many curricula are available for students working toward the 
master's degree. Upon being admitted to graduate study, the stu
dent should consult with the Director of Graduate Studies con
cerning the choice of a curriculum which best meets his individual 
needs. 

Courses taken for undergraduate credit by a given student can
not be repeated for graduate credit. If a graduate course is re
quired in a given curriculum, and the student has previously taken 
that course, a directed elective will be substituted. 

A student may obtain graduate credit for as many as two 
undergraduate courses (below 400 level). These courses must be 
taken after the completion of the bachelor's degree, and must be 
selected from a list of courses approved by the Graduate Council. 
Students desiring approval for such credit should confer with the 
Director of Graduate Studies. 

Teaching Curricula 

Students working toward these curricula must have completed 
the requirements for an elementary or secondary teacher certificate, 
or they must meet such requirements before completing their 
work. This degree is especially designed to meet the needs of ele
mentary and secondary teachers. 

ELEMENTARY TEACHER CURRICULUM 

Elementary Education .................................................................................... 24 hours 
Education 501, 516, 563, 567 
Any two of: Education 521, 522, 526 

(Education 523 may be selected upon 
approval of instructor) 

Approved Electives ........................................................................................ 24 hours 
(May include thesis or 600-course. At least 
two courses must be outside of Education) 

TOTAL ...................................................................................... 48 hours 
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SECONDARY TEACHER CURRICULUM 

Professional Education --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 12 hours 
Education 501 
Education 522 or 526 
Any one of: Education 503, 504, 512, 513 

Specialization in Teaching Area(s) or Field(s) --------------------- ------------------- 24 hours 

Any of the following areas or fields may be selected. (See de
partmental statements for more details). 

Art Music 
Business Physical Education for Men 
English Physical Education for Women 
Foreign Languages Science (Biological and Physical) 
Home Economics Social Studies (Economics, Gov-
Industrial Education ernment, History, Sociology) 
Library Science Special Education 
Mathematics Speech 

Approved Electives ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 12 hours 
(May include thesis or 600 course) 

TOTAL --------------- -------------- ---------------- --- ------------------------------------- - 48 hours 

Departmental Curriculum 

The departmental curriculum is intended to provide a liberal 
education and to prepare the student for vocational or professional 
competence in a particular field or area. Secondary teachers may 
elect this curriculum if they prefer. 

Research Methods Course ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 hours 

Major Area or Field -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- 24 hours 
Any of the following areas or fields may be selected (see 
departmental statements for more details) 

Art 
Business 
Education 
English 
Foreign Languages 
Home Economics 
Industrial Education 
Library Science 
Mathematics 

Music 
Philosophy 
Physical Education 
Science (Biological or Physical) 
Social Studies, Economics, Gov-

ernment, History, Sociology) 
Special Education 
Speech (Radio-Television, The

atre) 
Minor Area or Approved Electives_____________ _____ _____ __ _____________ _________ _______ ____ _____ _ 12 hours 

(For a minor area a student may select any of the areas 
or fields listed above. Minors also are offered in Nursing 
and Social Work) 

Approved Electives ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 8 hours 
(May include thesis or 600 courses) 

TOTAL ----------------------------- ----- ---------------------------------------------- ------ 48 hours 
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Curriculum for Educational Specialists and Administrators 

This curriculum is intended to fulfill the course requirements 
for certain educational specialist and administrative certificates 
issued by the Indiana State Department of Public Instruction. The 
specific course and licensing requirements for each certificate are 
listed under the section entitled "Certification Regulations." 
Research Methods Course (Education 501) ............................................ 4 hours 
Certification Requirements ...................................................................... 28-36 hours 

Any of the following areas may be selected (See 
pp. 23-26 for more details): 

Audio-Visual Supervisor 
Elementary School Principal 
General (Elementary) Supervisor 
School Psychometrist 
Secondary Principal (Provisional) 
Supervisor of Guidance 
Supervisor of School Libraries and Teaching Materials 

Approved Electives .................................................................................... 8-16 hours 
(May include thesis or 600 courses) 

TOTAL .................. : ................................................................... 48 hours 

ADVANCED DEGREE IN EDUCATION 

In 1958 this college is planning to offer an Advanced Degree in 
Education for students who desire to complete two years of gradu
ate work. Details concerning this program may be obtained from 
the Office of Graduate Studies after January 1, 1958. 

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION DEGREE 

Indiana University and Indiana State cooperate in granting a 
Doctor of Education degree. Depending upon the curriculum of the 
student concerned, all or part of the second year of graduate work 
may be completed at Indiana State Teachers College, with the 
third year being completed at Indiana University. For further 
details concerning this program, tha student should consult the 
Director of Graduate Studies. 
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Certification Regulations 
TEACHER CERTIFICATION* 

An Indiana Provisional Teacher Certificate is valid for five 
years and can be renewed for a second five-year period. It expires 
if not converted to first grade within ten years from date of issue. 
The expired certificate can be revalidated for a year on eight quarter 
hours of graduate credit, and this pattern of renewal can be fol
lowed in succeeding years until the certificate holder becomes eligi
ble to convert the provisional certificate to a first grade certificate. 
The provisional certificate is converted to first grade when the 
holder of the provisional certificate has obtained a master's degree 
and has had five years of successful teaching experience. The first 
grade certificate can be renewed every five years or converted to 
a permanent certificate on evidence of five years of successful 
teaching experience subsequent to the date of the first grade certifi
cate. The permanent certificate is valid for life or until revoked for 
cause. 

Either the Master of Arts or Master of Science degree earned in 
any of the master's degree curricula offered by this college will: 
fulfill the educational requirement!! necessary for converting the 
provisional certificate to first grade. 

CERTIFICATION FOR ADMINISTRATORS AND EDUCATIONAL 

SPECIALISTS 

Students working toward the master's degree or higher degrees 
may wish to obtain an administrative certificate. The curriculum 
for each of these certificates is listed below. Those who have com
pleted requirements for a certificate and desire to be recommended 
for it should fill out an application form at the Office of Graduate 
Studies. 

Audio-Visual Supervisor Certificate (First Grade) 
Applicant must have a valid Indiana elementary or secondary 

teacher certificate and three years of administrative or teaching 
experience. 
Education 501 .................................................................................................. 4 hours 
Basic education. Five courses taken from any five of 

the following six areas: ............................................................................ 20 hours 
(1) School Administration, Education 571. 
(2) Supervision. Education 561. 
(3) Education psychology. Education 521, 522, 523, 526. 
(4) Elementary curriculum. Education 563. 
(5) Secondary curriculum. Education 564. 
(6) Philosophy of education. Education 512. 

*For details concerning teacher certification consult the general College 
Catalog. 
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Audio-visual education. A course or courses in each of the 

following areas to make a total of 16 to 24 hours ·····------------------- 16-24 hours 
(1) Selection and utilization of audio-visual 

materials. Education 542, 544, 545. 
(2) Preparation of audio-visual materials. 

Education 543, 546; Speech 526, 527, 530, 551. 
(Either Education 543 or 546 is required in 
this area.) 

(3) Administration of audio-visual materials program. 
Education 541. 

Approved electives (may include thesis or 600 courses) ------·------------- 0-8 hours 

TOTAL ---------------·----------------------------------·············-·---·················· 48 hours 

Elementary School Principal Certificate (First Grode) 
Applicant must have valid elementary teacher certificate and 

three years of administrative or teaching experience. Certificate 
valid for administration and supervision in any elementary school 
and in any combined elementary-secondary school. 

Education 501, 562, 567, 571, 584 ---------------------------------------------·-------------·---- 20 hours 
Any one of: Education 521, 522, 526 ---·--------------- ---- --------------------------------- 4 hours 

(Education 523 may be selected upon approval of instructor) 
Approved Electives in Education ---------- ------------------------·----------------------------- 8 hours 
Approved Electives (May include thesis or 600 courses. Electives 

may be outside of Education) -----------·····----·------------------------------------------- 16 hours 

TOTAL -------------···-------------------------------·-·----·------------···---------------· 48 hours 

General (Elementary) Supervisor Certificate (First Grode) 

Applicant must have valid elementary teacher certificate and 
three years of administrative or teaching experience. Certificate 
valid for supervision in any elementary school. 

Education 501, 516, 562, 563, 567 ----------- ----------------------------------------------------- 20 hours 
Any one of: Education 521, 522, 526 --------------------·····------------·------------------ 4 hours 

(Education 523 may be selected upon 
approval of instructor) 

Approved Electives in Education -------------·---------------------------·----·················· 8 hours 
Approved Electives (May include thesis or 

600 courses. Electives may be in two other fields of knowledge) ...... 16 hours 

TOTAL ···---------------········------------------------------------------------------------ 48 hours 

School Psychometrist Certificate (First Grode) 

Applicant must have valid elementary or secondary teacher 
certificate, two years of successful teaching experience and a valid 
School Testing Technician Certificate. ' 

Education 501, 521, 522, 550, 567 -----------·····--------------------·---------·-········-------· 20 hours 
Mathematics 541 .............................................................................................. 4 hours 
Social Studies 579 ............................................................................................ 4 hours 
Special Education 528, 564, 566, 568, 586 ----------- --- ----------------··--·--------·-------· 20 hours 
Any two of: Education 523, Social Studies 590, 593, 

Special Education 577, 582 ------------------------·----------------------------------------------- 8 hours 

TOTAL ···········------------------------ --------------------------------------------------- 56 hours 
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Secondary School Principal Certificate (Provisional) 

Applicant must have a valid secondary teacher certificate and 
three years of teaching experience. The provisional certificate is 
valid for five years and can be renewed for a five-year period on 
24 quarter hours of graduate study above the master's degree and 
one or more years of teaching or administrative experience. It must 
be converted to first grade at the end of ten years. The provisional 
certificate is converted to a first-grade certificate on 96 quarter 
hours of graduate study above a bachelor's degree and on evidence 
of three or more years of successful experience as a teacher or 
administrator provided at least one of such year's experience shall 
be as serving in some secondary administrative capacity. Certificate 
valid for administration and supervision in any high school and in 
any combined elementary-secondary school. 

Education 501, 573, 584 ···-·································-···················-··················· 12 hours 
Any three of: Education 517, 522, 561, 567, 571 ···-····························· 12 hours 
Education 562 or 563 ···································-·············-····-····-··················· 4 hours 
Approved Eleetive in Education ······················-································-······ 4 hours 
Approved Electives (May include thesis or 600 courses. Electives 

may be in any other two fields of knowledge.) .................................... 16 hours 

TOTAL ...................................................................................... 48 hours 

Superintendent Certificate (First Grade) 

Applicant must have a valid elementary or secondary teacher 
certificate and five years of administrative or teaching experience. 
Certificate valid for administration and supervision of elementary 
school, junior high school, and senior high school in any city, town, 
and county school system. 

General Administration ............................................................................ 20-28 hours 
Required: Education 571, 582, 585. 
Electives: Education 517, 518, 519, 573, 575, 579, 584. 

Administration and supervision of instruction ....................... , ............ 20-28 hours 
Required: Education 561, 562, 563, 564, 567. 
Electives: Education 506, 516, 541, Industrial Education 

592, Physical Education (men) 551, Special 
Education 574. 

Basic Education .......................................................................................... 16-28 hours 
Required: Education 501, 521 or 522, Mathematics 641. 
Electives: Education 604, 612, 513, 526, 642, 600. 

Cognate Subject Fields ............................................................................ 20-32 hours 
(a) Subjects in or related to the candidate's 

special teaching area, and 
(b) Fields related to school administration such as 

anthropology, business education, economics, 
philosophy, political science, and psychology. 

TOTAL ...................................................................................... 96 hours 
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Supervisor of Guidance Certificate (First Grade) 

Applicant must have a valid elementary or secondary teacher 
certificate. Certificate valid for serving as a counselor, a director of 
guidance, a dean, a supervisor of guidance and counseling, and a 
teacher-adviser. 
Education 501, 517, 518, 519, 567 ............................................................ 20 hours 
Three courses from any three of the following eight areas: ................ 12 hours 

(1) Guidance Problems. Education 530, 
Industrial Education 575. 

(2) Measurement. Industrial Education 570, 
Special Education 528, 566. 

(3) Case Work. Social Studies 593; 595, 597. 
(4) Social and Economili Problems. Education 591, 

Social Studies 512, 513, 526, 571, 576, 577, 
578, 579, 581. 

(5) Advanced Applied Psychology. Education 521, 522, 
523, 550, Industrial Education 580, Special 
Education 568, 582. 

(6) Mental Hygiene and Personality Adjustment. 
Education 526. 

(7) Vocational Industrial Education. Industrial 
Education 578, 585. 

(8) Counseling Practices. Special Education 564, 586. 

Approved electives (may include thesis or 600 courses) .................... 16 hours 

TOTAL ...................................................................................... 48 hours 

Supervisor of School Libraries and Teaching Materials Certificate 
(First Grade) 

Candidate must have a valid secondary teacher certificate or 
license in library science or a valid special elementary area certifi
cate in library science. He also must have five years of successful 
experience as a principal, supervisor, teacher, or school librarian 
within the ten years preceding application for the certificate. 
Education 501 .................................................................................................. 4 hours 
Basic education. Four courses taken from any four of the 

following six areas, minimum of 16 hours ........................................ 16 hours 
(1) School Administration, Education 571. 
(2) Supervision, Education 561, 562. 
(3) Education psychology. Education 521, 522, 523, 526. 
(4) Elementary curriculum. Education 563. 
(5) Secondary curriculum. Education 564. 
(6) Philosophy of education. Education 512. 

Library Science. A course or courses in each of the following 
areas to make a minimum of 16 hours .................................................. 16 hours 

(1) Selection and use of instructional materials 
(including at least one of the education courses 
listed). Education 544, 545, Library Science 534, 
536, 538. 

(2) Preparation and presentation of instructional materials 
(including at least one of the education courses listed). 
Education 543, 546, Industrial Education 554, Library 
Science 552, Speech 525. 
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(3) Advanced problems of supervision and administration. 
Library Science 650 or 661. 

Approved electives in library science, or closely related 
subjects .......................................................................................................... 12 hours 

TOTAL ...................................................................................... 48 hours 

CERTIFICATION FOR SPECIAL SERVICES 

Driver Education Certificate 

While no specific graduate curriculum is given in this area, 
persons holding a secondary teacher certificate may meet the 
course requirements for the Driver Education Certificate by ob
taining credit for Education 539 and 540. The grade of this certifi
cate becomes the grade of the Indiana Secondary Teacher Certifi
cate to which it is attached on issue. 

Education of the Mentally Retarded 
(Teacher of Special Classes Certificate, Provisional) 

For more details concerning this certificate see page 88. 
Education 601, 650 .......................................................................................... 8 hours 
Special Education 628, 636, 637, 664, 670 .................................................... 20 hours 
Student Teaching 666 (mentally retarded class) .................................... 4 hours 
Approved electives (may include thesis or 600 courses) .................... 16 hours 

TOTAL ...................................................................................... 48 hours 

Hearing Therapist Certificate (Provisional) 

For more details concerning this certificate see page 88. 

(Undergraduate prerequisites: Special Education 242, 324, 345, Speech 211.) 
Education 601 and 660 .................................................................................. 8 hours 
Science 679 ................................................................................................... ..... 4 hours 
Special Education 625, 628, 633, 636, 664, 670 ........................................ 24 hours 
Approved electives (may include thesis or 600 courses) ........................ 12 hours 

TOTAL ...................................................................................... 48 hours 

School Librarian Certificate {First Grade) 

(Note: To qualify for this certificate the student must have met the 
requirements for the Provisional School Librarian Certificate by taking 28 
quarter hours as follows: Library Science 306*, 311*, 312*, 322, 424-624, 
426-626, Education 441-641) 

Education 601 .................................................................................................. 4 hours 
Education 622 or 626 ......................................................... .. ......................... 4 hours 
Library Science 634, 536, 538, 550 ............................................................ 16 hours 

• Any two of these three courses may be taken at the graduate level to count 
toward the master's degree. 
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Approved electives in a teaching area ···········································-······· 12 hours 
Approved electives (may include thesis or 600 courses) ........................ 12 hours 

TOTAL ...................................................................................... 48 hours 

Speech Correctionist Certificate (Provisional) 

For more details concerning this certificate see page 88. 
(Undergraduate prerequisites: Special Education 242, 345, 352, Speech 211) 
Education 501 and 550 .................................................................................. 8 hours 
Science 579 ........................................................................................................ 4 hours 
Special Education 525, 528, 546, 553, 564, 570 ........................................ 24 hours 
Approved electives (may include thesis or 600 courses) ........................ 12 hours 

TOTAL ·················································································-··· 48 hours 

Supervising Teacher 

Supervising teachers may be approved by the Teacher Training 
and Licensing Commission of the Indiana State Board of Education 
upon recommendation of the proper authorities of the institution 
preparing student teachers and the superintendent of schools of the 
corporation in which the teacher is employed. All supervising 
teachers must also be registered with the State Department of 
Education. 

For a more complete description of this curriculum see the 
statement made by the Division of Teaching, page 44. 
Supervised Teaching 556, 557, 559, 657 (any three) ................................ 12 hours 
Teacher Curriculum ........................................................................................ 36 hours 

TOTAL ................... ................................................................... 48 hours 
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Departmental Offerings 
INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT 

All courses listed in this section carry graduate credit. Those 
marked by an asterisk (*) are 400-500 level courses and are open 
to senior college students as well as to graduate students. 

While an indication is given in most cases as to when a course 
will be offered, the student should consult the class schedule, pub
lished shortly before registration tim61, to confirm this information. 

Department of Art 
Mr. Porter (Chairman), Mr. Farmer, Dr. Foster, Mr. Garthwaite, 

Mr. Laska, Mr. Makosky, Mrs. Swander. 
General Statement 

The chief purpose of graduate work in the Department of Art is 
to prepare secondary teachers in the area of art education. This cur
riculum is presented below. 

All students who desire to pursue graduate work in the Depart
ment of Art should consult with the chairman of the department 
relative to their schedules of study. Not less than twelve hours 
(minor) nor more than thirty-two hours (major) of graduate credit 
in art (exclusive of 600-research courses or the thesis) can be ap
plied toward the master's degree. There must be adequate plan
ning to assure a proper concentration and to meet the individual 
needs of the candidate. 

Each graduate course is offered at least once during the academic 
year. In the summer sessions they are rotated so that each course 
will be offered over a period of four summers. Classes may also 
be taken by arrangement when necessary. 

Secondary Teacher of Art 
Education Courses ............................................................................................ 12 hours 

Education 501 
Education 522 or 526 
Any one of: Education 503, 504, 512, 513 

Art Courses ...................................................................................................... 24 hours 
Any two of: Art 510, 513, 521, 527, 552 
Any two of: Art 526, 628, 630, 631 
Any two of: Art 619, 642, 544, 561, 561, 591, 651 

Approved electives (may include thesis or 600 courses) .................... 12 hours 

TOTAL ...................................................................................... 48 hours 

GRADUATE COURSES 
500. European Travel Study-Maximum of 8 hours. Arranged. 

A travel course to show and explain the landmarks of European 
culture in the present-day context of modern European cities 
and towns. Foster 
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510. Printmaking-4 hours. Winter. A study of "Fine Prints" 
through the making of various type of intaglis and relief prints, 
and the study of famous printmakers. Porter 

*511. Advanced Figure Drawing-4 hours. Spring. An extension 
of the elementary course, drawing the human figure from the 
posed model in various media. Prerequisite: Art 311. Porter 

513. Creative Composition in Drawing-4 hours. Winter, Spring. 
Research in advanced composition emphasizing organization of 
expression through various art media. Prerequisite: undergradu
ate major in art. Porter 

*514. Oil Painting-4 hours. Fall, Spring, Summer. Advanced 
composition in oil to provide experience in color as it builds up 
form and space. Prerequisites: Art 211, 515. Porter 

*515. Watercolor Painting-4 hours. Fall, Spring, Summer. Ad
vanced composition in transparent watercolor to develop an ap
preciation of the medium and added personal skill and enjoyment 
in handling. Prerequisites: Art 112, 132. Porter 

*516. Advanced Painting 1-4 hours. Fall, Spring, Summer. Com
position in a desired painting medium to provide experience for 
advanced development. Prerequisites: Art 514, 515. Porter 

*517. Costume Illustration-4 hours. Experience in planning, draw
ing and draping costumes to develop good taste in the selection, 
designing, and wearing of clothes. Prerequisite: Art 311. 

Swander 

*518. Advanced Painting 11-4 hours. Fall, Spring, Summer. Com
position in various painting media to provide greater experience 
and freedom in creative painting. Prerequisites: Art 514, 515, 
516. Porter 

519. Advanced Commercial Art-4 hours. Research and advanced 
problems in some selected field of advertising. Prerequisite: 
undergraduate major in art. Staff 

*520. Airbrush and Silk Screen-4 hours. Winter, Summer. The 
development of the processes used in creating airbrush and silk 
screen compositions. Porter, Swander 

521. Figure Drawing and Composition-4 hours. Spring. The use 
of the human figure in composition. Porter 

526. Creative Painting 1-4 hours. Fall, Spring, Summer. Ad
vanced experience in composition and technique. Prerequisite: 
Art 514, 515. Porter 

527. Advanced Costume Illustration-4 hours. Designing and 
illustrating costumes in various media for advertising and 
graphic reproduction. Swander 

528. Creative Painting 11-4 hours. Spring, Summer. Further de-
velopment of controlled expression in painting. Porter 
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530. Advanced Airbrush and Silk Screen-4 hours. Winter, Sum
mer. Developing greater skill in airbrush and silk screen de
sign. Porter, Swander 

531. Advanced Casein Painting-4 hours. Fall, Spring, Summer. 
Further experimentation with the various techniques of casein 
as a medium of painting. Porter 

*541. Advanced Ceramic Sculpture-4 hours. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
Composition in some sculpture medium to provide experience 
for advanced creative development. Prerequisite: Art 141. 

Swander 

542. Advanced Metal Craft-4 hours. Spring. Designing and pro
ducing articles in various metals, including the different pro
cesses of construction and the mounting of stones. Swander 

544. Creative Design-4 hours. Research studies and advanced 
creative problems in some selected field of design. Prerequisite: 
undergraduate major in art. Swander 

*550. Workship in Elementary Art Education-4 hours. Summer. 
Planned to promote art education for elementary teachers in 
service. The philosophy and methods of teaching art at the ele
mentary level are developed through discussion and experiences 
with a variety of materials. 

*551. Contemporary Trends-4 hours. Winter. An acquaintance 
with the major trends in art of today in painting, sculpture, 
architecture, and industrial design. Prerequisite: Art 151. 

Swander 

552. Advanced Sculpture 11-4 hours. Fall, Winter, Spring. A 
continuation of Advanced Sculpture (541). Swander 

561. Modem Art-4 hours. Individual research and study of the 
new developments of twentieth century art. Swander 

591. Art Education-4 hours. Research studies of special art prob
lems in relation to the community. Prerequisite: undergraduate 
major in art. Farmer, Laska 

600. Preparation of Thesis-8 hours. By arrangement with chair
man of student's thesis committee. 
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Department of Business 
Dr. Muse (Chairman), Mr. Becker, Mr. Bocko, Mr. Breidenbaugh, 

Dr. Eberhart, Mr. Harrington, Mr. Hoskinson, Mr. Hunter, 
Miss Krause, Miss Orner, Mr. Truelove, and 

Special Staff Members. 

GENERAL STATEMENT 

Graduate offerings in the Department of Business serve two 
purposes. One group of offerings adds to the preparation of teachers 
in the area of business education and meets the state requirements 
in Indiana for the Provisional, First Grade, and Permanent Certifi
cates. A second group of offerings in the departmental curriculum 
prepares business workers for executive and management positions 
in business. The successful completion of forty-eight hours of credit 
in either group of offerings entitles one to the master's degree. 

All students who desire to pursue graduate work in the Depart
ment of Business should consult with the chairman of the depart
ment relative to their individual schedules of study. Careful plan
ning is necessary to assure sufficient concentration, to meet indi
vidual needs, and to challenge the capacities of the students. 

The consent of the instructor and of the chairman of the depart
ment are prerequisites for studying all graduate cours&s. 

Coutses 501-515 are offered yearly during the Fall, Winter, or 
Spring quarters and occasionally during the Summer. The other 
courses in Business Education are offered in a three-year sequence. 
If necessary, all Business Education courses, except 599, can be 
taken by arrangement. Courses in the areas of Insurance and Real 
Estate, Management and Finance, Marketing and Transportation, 
Research, and Secretarial Administration that are open to both 
undergraduate and graduate students are offered annually during 
the regular terms. Courses in these areas that are open only to 
graduate students are offered on the basis of demand. 

Secondary Teacher of Business Education Curriculum 

Education Courses --------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- 12 hours 
Education 501 
Education 522 or 526 
Any one of: Education 503, 504, 512, 513 

Business Courses -------------------------------------------------------------------------···· ·············· 24 hours 
Any two of: Business 510, 520, 530 
Any two of: Business 592, 593, 594, 595, 596 
Two electives in Business 

Approved electives (may include thesis or 600 courses) .................... 12 hours 

TOTAL ---------------------------------········-------····---------·················-------- 48 hours 
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Departmental Curriculum 
Research Methods Course 

Business 680 ···································-······················································· 4 hours 
Major Area (Business) 

Courses are selected in terms of the student's 
background, interests, and future needs ·······-···-·················-··········· 24 hours 

Minor Area . 
Minors should be selected in areas related to the major area 
or consistent with the student's primary objective ···-···············-·· 12 hours 

Approved Electives 
May include thesis or 600 courses ··-····························-············-···· 8 hours 

TOTAL -········-···---·-···-·-·-···-·····-······-····-··············· 48 hours 

GRADUATE COURSES 
Accounting 

*501. Advanced Accounting--4 hours. A course designed to pro
vide an application of accounting principles to special accounting 
problems, covering installment sales, statement of application 
of funds, analysis of financial statements, consolidated state
ments, statement of affairs, receivership accounts and state
ments, and accounting for estates and trusts. Prerequisite: 
Business 301. Breidenbaugh 

*504. Income Tax Procedur~ hours. A study of the theory and 
practice in the preparation of federal income tax returns for 
individuals and partnerships. Prerequisite: Business 201. 

Eberhart 
*511. Cost Accounting-4 hours. A study of the theory and prac

tice of cost accounting with emphasis upon job order cost ac
counting. Prerequisite: Business 203. Eberhart 

*512. Cost Accounting--4 hours. A study of the theory and prac
tices of cost accounting with emphasis upon process and stand
ard cost. Prerequisite: Business 411. Eberhart 

*513. Accounting Systems--4 hours. A study of accounting prin-
ciples as applied in constructing accounting systems. Pre
requisite: Business 301. Breidenbaugh 

*514. Governmental and Municipal Accounting--4 hours. A study 
of accounting principles as applied in governmental and munic
ipal units. Prerequisite: Business 301. Breidenbaugh 

*515. Auditing--4 hours. A study of the fundamental principles 
of auditing. Emphasis is placed upon the scope of the audit, 
.audit practices and procedures, and audit reports. Prerequisite: 
Business 301 Breidenbaugh 

*516. Accounting Problems--4 hours. A study of advanced ac
counting problems in preparation for the C.P.A. examination. 
Prerequisite: Business 301. Special Staff 

561. The Law of Accounting--4 hours. Specific consideration of 
law problems in preparation for the C.P.A. examination. Perti-
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nent branches of the law and previous C.P.A. examination ques
tions are studied. Prerequisites: Business 463 and 464. 

Special Staff 
Insurance and Real Estate 

563. Business Law 1-4 hours. A comprehensive and technical 
study of contracts, agency, bailments, and employment relations. 

Hunter, Truelove 

564. Business Law 11-4 hours. A comprehensive and technical 
study of negotiable instruments, mortgages, leases, partner
ships, corporation, and bankruptcy. Hunter, Truelove 

565. The Law of Insurance-4 hours. A study of the legal aspects 
of insurance. Cases are used as a basis for this study. Pre
requisites: Business 463 and 464. Special Staff 

567. The Law of Real Estate-4 hours. Legal aspects of real 
estate transactions-estates in land, purchase and sale contracts, 
mortgages and trust deed transactions, landlord and tenant, and 
property taxes. Prerequisites: Business 468 and 464. 

Special Staff 
572. Seminar in Insurance and Real Estate-4 hours. A study of 

advanced technical problems in the areas of insurance and real 
estate. Discussions and case studies of current problems are used 
extensively. Prerequisite: 12 hours in Insurance. Special Staff 

Management and Finance 

*583. Principles of Investments-4 hours. A study of the essential 
qualities of good investments, the exchanges, and the methods 
of trading stocks and bonds. Prerequisite: 86 hours in Business. 

Eberhart 
536. Office Management Laboratory-4 hours. A study of effi

cient utilization of office equipment, office space, and office 
personnel. Includes the study of practices and procedures in a 
variety of offices. Emphasis is given to the service function of 
the office. Prerequisites: Business 240 and 333. 

Bocko, Hunter, Krause 
*540. Personnel Management in Business-4 hours. A study of cur

rent theory and practice in business personnel. Prerequisite: 
Business 240. Special Staff 

541. Advanced Problems in Management-4 hours. An intensive 
study of various aspects of control analysis in management. Em
phasis is given. to the facilitated use of various statistical tools 
and to the proper functions of the human element in manage
ment. Case studies find extensive use here. Prerequisite: 12 
hours in Management. Special Staff 

*550. Credits and Collection.s-4 hours. A study of the principles 
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and practices of credits and collections in modern business or
ganizations. Prerequisite: 36 hours in Business. Eberhart 

571. Seminar in Management and Finance--4 hours. A technical 
study of management and finance methods in business. Indi
vidual studies are required in one of the various areas of manage
ment and finance. Prerequisite: 12 hours in Management. Staff 

Business Education 
Prerequisite: All graduate courses in Business Education require 

as prerequisites at least an undergraduate restricted area in Busi
ness Education. 
510. Curriculum Problems in Business Education-4 hours. Basic 

principles of curriculum construction are applied to curriculum 
problems in business education. Present trends and anticipated 
future developments in business education curricula are critic
ally evaluated in terms of the needs of the class personnel. 

Muse 
520. Guidance and Evaluation in Business .Education-4 hours. 

Basic principles of guidance are applied to the business educa
tion area. Emphasis is given to prognosis, diagnosis, placement, 
and extra-class activities in business education. Available evalu
ating instruments are studied critically with respect to business 
education objectives. Muse 

530. Organization, Administration, and Supervision of Business 
Education-4 hours. A study of business education from the 
standpoint of floor plans, supplies, and equipment; occupational 
surveys and job analyses; teacher and textbook selection; in
service teacher training; job- placement and follow-up; coopera
tive business education; publicity programs; records and bud
gets; and the work of the head of the business education depart
ment. Muse 

570. Seminar in Business Education-4 hours. A study of prac
tical problems in business education that arise in the work of 
the teacher in his current position. Staff 

•590. Principles and Problems of Business Education-4 hours. 
Gives the prospective teacher a broad understanding of the phil
osophy, objectives, and history of business education. Studies 
organizations, literature, and trends in this field of education. 

Muse 
592. The Improvement of Instruction in Bookkeeping and Clerical 

Practice--4 hours. A critical study is made of the various ap
proaches and problems existing in connection with the teaching 
of bookkeeping and clerical practice. Emphasis is given to the 
development of appropriate materials and effective aids for 
teaching these subjects. Breidenbaugh 

593. The Improvement of Instruction in Typewriting and Office 
Machines--4 hours. A critical study is made of the various ap-
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proaches used in teaching typewriting and office machines. Em
phasis is given to the development of appropriate materials and 
effective aids for teaching these subjects. Hunter, Krause 

594. The Improvement of Instruction in Basic Business Education 
-4 hours. A critical study is made of the various concepts of 
basic business education. Various curricular organizations are 
evaluated with respect to their effectiveness in promoting this 
phase of business education. Emphasis is given to the develoP
ment of appropriate materials and effective aids for teaching in 
this area. Muse 

595. The Improvement of Instruction in Shorthand and Secre
tarial Practice-4 hours. An analysis is made of shorthand sys
tems, methods, and materials and of the place and function of 
secretarial practice in the curriculum. Emphasis is given to the 
development of appropriate materials and effective aids for 
teaching these subjects. Krause 

596. The Improvement of Instruction in Distributive Education 
and Cooperative Work Experience-4 hours. Emphasis is given 
to the nature and scope of distributive education and cooperative 
work experience. Principles and problems are studied in terms 
of improved instruction in this area. Eberhart, Muse 

*599. Workshop in Business Education-4 hours. Based on current 
problems in business education encountered by those in attend
ance. Work on these problems will be directed by visiting in
structors and members of the department staff. Lectures will 
supplement the problem work. Offered only in summer quarters. 

Staff 

Marketing and Transportation 

543. Advanced Problems in Transportation-4 hours. A study of 
current transportation conditions and problems. Emphasis is 
given to rate problems, problems of regulation and competition, 
and problems in the coordination of transportation facilities. 
Prerequisite: 12 hours in Transportation. Bocko, Eberhart 

*547. Problems of Retailing-4 hours. A study of such retail prob
lems as floor plans, credits and collections, store organizations, 
and personnel. Prerequisite: Business 835. Bocko, Eberhart 

548. Advanced Marketing Problems-4 hours. An examination of 
major problems in each major area of marketing from the view
point of the marketing executive. Prerequisite: Business 547. 

Bocko, Eberhart 

576. Seminar in Marketing and Transportation-4 hours. Investi
gations, analyses, and discussions of current marketing prob
lems and conditions. Advanced technical problems in traffic 
management and regulations are given emphasis, too. Pre
requisite: 12 hours in Marketing and Transportation. Staff 
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Research 

580. Research in Business-4 hours. The application of business 
research technique and procedure to a problem within the stu
dent's area of concentration. Open only to Graduate Majors in 
Business. Staff 

600. Preparation of Thesis-8 hours. By arrangement with chair
man of student's thesis committee. 

Secretarial Administration 

*531. Advanced Dictation and Transcription-4 hourlil. Intensive 
practice in taking dictation and transcribing at the high speeds 
required in office production work. Prerequisite: Business 213. 

Krause 

*532. Advanced Dictation and Transcription-4 hours. A continua-
tion of Business 531. Prerequisite: Business 431. Krause 

*535. Secretarial Practice-4 hours. A finishing course in secre
tarial procedures. Emphasis is given to laboratory work simu
lating actual office conditions. Prerequisite: Business 236. 

Krause 

*539. Office Work Experience-4 hours. A minimum of 240 clock 
hours of office work experience. Careful supervision is given 
this work and student-teacher conferences are held frequently. 
A written report of this experience is required. Prerequisite: 36 
hours in Business and consent of Department Chairman. Staff 
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Department of Education 
Dr. Jamison (Chairman), Dr. Anthony, Dr. Clark, Dr. Cobb, Miss 

Ederle, Mr. Hardaway, Dr. Lautenschlager, Dr. Malm, Mr. 
McDougal, Dr. R. Porter, Dr. Runke, Dr. Lloyd 

Smith, Dr. Swails, Mr. Tatlock, Dr. Thurs
field, Dr. Venable, Dr. Watson, 

Mr.Watts,Dr. Westfall. 

GENERAL STATEMENT 

The chief purpose of graduate work in the field of Education is 
to provide the professional training required for the various gradu
ate curricula offered through the Graduate Division. After electing 
a given curriculum, the graduate student must confer with the 
Director of Graduate Studies and make certain that the courses 
which he takes can be applied toward the certificate and degree 
for which he is striving. 

GRADUATE COURSES 

501. Research in Education-4 hours. Fall, Winter, Spring, Sum
mer. A course designed to acquaint the graduate student with 
the principles of research, and to familiarize him with the vari
ous research procedures. Some actual practice in research is 
provided. Clark, Hardaway, Jamison 

*503. Historical Foundations of Modem Education-4 hours. Win
ter, Summer. The origins of education which in turn serve as a 
basis for the study of presentday education. Thursfield, Westfall 

*504. The History of American Education-4 hours. Winter. A 
survey of American educational history, both institutional and 
informal, leading to an understanding of present educational 
theory and practice. Thursfield 

*506. Books for Elementary School-4 hours. Summer. Study of 
recent books for children's individual reading and other library 
materials which may be used to enrich the elementary curricu
lum. Runke 

*512. Philosophy of Education-4 hours. Fall, Winter, Spring, 
Summer. The analysis, synthesis and evaluation of modern 
education theories and practices. It serves the purpose of a final 
integrating course. Westfall 

*513. Educational Sociology-4 hours. Spring, Summer. A con
sideration of education in the light of social theory, practices 
and trends. Anthony, Westfall 

*516. Elementary School Classroom Management-4 hours. Fall, 
Summer. Emphasis is placed on the management of classroom 
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problems and procedures and the practical application of tech
niques used in the elementary school. Special attention is given 
to the roles of teachers and supervisors individually and co
operatively. Smith, Watson 

*517. Guidance Services in Secondary Education-4 hours. Fall, 
Summer. Basic philosophy, procedures in orientation, tools and 
techniques for studying the individual, vocational guidance, use 
of community resources, group procedures, and related topics at 
the junior-senior high school level. Ederle 

*518. Organization and Administration of · Guidance and Personnel 
Services-4 hours. Winter, Summer. Basic philosophy, principles, 
and current trends in the organization-administration of public 
school guidance programs. Stress is given to line-staff organi
zation, guidance committee, counselor-teacher relationships 
adult-community guidance services, and in-service leadership 
in guidance. Prerequisite: Education 517. Ederle 

*519. Techniques of Counseling--4 hours. Spring, Summer. Basic 
philosophy, principles, and procedures of both clinical and non
directive counseling. Research related to evaluation of the coun
seling process. Prerequisite: Education 517. Ederle 

*521. Advanced Child Psychology--4 hours. Fall, Summer. Con
cepts and recent research in child psychology. Prerequisite: 
Either Education 223 or Education 302 (or equivalent). 

Cobb, Maim, Venable 
*522. Adolescent Psychology--4 hours.Fall, Spring, Summer. A 

study of the period from twelve to twenty, with consideration 
of adolescent needs, adolescent problems, and the part the adult 
must play in making life for the adolescent rewarding and 
wholesome in family, school, and community. Jamison, Maim 

523. Advanced Educational Psychology--4 hours. Summer. An 
extension of the elementary conditions of learning and the prin
ciples of human growth and development. Emphasis is given to 
experimental studies in psychology. Cobb 

*526. Psychology · of Personality and Adjustment--4 hours. 
·Spring, Summer. A study of the nature of personality and of 
adjustment, with attention to the development of the kind of 
personality and the kind of living which will make for the hap
piness of self and others. Jamison, Malm 

530. Guidance Worksshop--4 hours. Summer. The theme or area 
varies each year, so the course may be taken more than once. 
A maximum of 8 hours earned from the course_ may be applied 
toward a graduate degree. Resource consultants of national pres
tige, field trips, guest speakers, and films will be utilized. Ederle 

~539. General Safety-4 hours. Summer. A. course designed for 
. elementary and secondary teachers, supervisors and administra
tors. Gives information in promoting safety education in schools, 
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social agencies, and the community. The need for education for 
safety; safety as a social problem; development of safety skills, 
habits, attitudes, and ideals; accident causes; responsibilities 
for safety; study of research in the field. Watts 

*540. Driver Education and Training-4 hours. Summer. This 
course is designed to train teachers to teach driver training in 
the high schools. Includes classroom instruction and "behind
the-wheel" practice, furnishing information, development of 
skills, habits, tests, proper attitudes, and highway courtesies. 
Surveys wil be made as well as research study in the field. Watts 

*541. Organization and Adiministration of Audio-Visual Educa
tion-4 hours. Spring. Principles and techniques of administer
ing a program of audio-visual education in a school system and 
school production of materials. Tatlock 

*542. Motion Pictures in Education-4 hours. Fall, Summer. Sur
vey of available educational motion pictures and methods of 
utilizing them in all areas of instruction. McDougal 

*543. Preparation and Production of Audio-Visual Materials-4 
hours. Winter, Spring. Techniques in the preparation of un
projected and projected visual materials, including simple 
photography and in recording . of audio-materials. The advan
tages, limitations and practical uses of such materials are also 
included. McDougal 

*544. Selection and Utilization of Audio-Visual Materials--4 
hours. Fall, Spring. Presents general principles, problems and 
practices involved in the selection and curricular use of all types 
of audio-visual equipment and materials. Criteria for judging 
the technical and educational quality of films, film strips, re
cordings as well as various types of audio-visual equipment are 
developed. McDougal 

*545. Workshop in Audio-Visual Materials-4 hours. Summer. 
Intensive study and laboratory experimentation dealing with 
problems in selection, production and utilization of selected 
types of audio-visual materials and equipment together with 
problems of budgeting and programming. Students may select 
special areas for concentrated study. Tatlock 

*546. Production of Audio-Visual Materials-4 hours. Spring. 
Techniques in the preparation and production of audio-visual 
materials such as slides, filmstrips, motion pictures, tape re
cordings, and television visuals. Each student will be expected to 
participate in an actual production. Instructor approval required. 
Prerequisite: Education 543. McDougal 

*550. The Education of the Exceptional Child-4 hours. Spring 
The different types of exceptional children, the needs of each, 
and the ways of meeting these needs in the elementary schooL 
Primarily for students taking only one course in special educa
tion. Porter 
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•560. Workshop in Elementary Education--4 hours. Summer. 
Designed to promote growth of teachers in service. Problems 
and procedures vary to meet the needs of persons taking the 
course. Staff 

561. Supervision of Instruetion--4 hours. Spring, Summer. De
vices and techniques are considered in the light of a thorough 
grounding in cooperative group processes in supervision. Op
portunity is afforded for individual and group research and 
reporting. Cobb 

562. Administration and Supervision in the Elementary Sch(K)l-4 
hours. Winter, Summer. Principles and techniques of adminis
tration and supervision; stress on continuous self-direction of 
teachers in service. Smith 

•568. The Elementary Curriculum--4 hours. Fall, Winter, Spring, 
Summer. The changing elementary curriculum as it is construct
ed, revised and carried out in the public schools. Required on 
the elementary curriculum. Swails, Watson 

564 . . Secondary School Curriculum-4 hours. Spring, Summer. A 
study of the principles which are basic to the secondary curric
ulum, and consideration of the ways in which secondary school 
curricula may be approved. Venable, Westfall 

•567. Measurement and Evaluation in Education-4 hours. Winter, 
Summer. A thorough analysis of standardized objective tests, 
their uses, and values. Covers the planning of testing programs, 
evaluation of pupils, and statistical treatment of test results. 

Hardaway, Watson 

571. Public School Administration-4 hours. Winter, Summer. 
The fundamental principles of school administration are studied 
and emphasis is placed upon the application of principles to the 
local administrative units. Cobb, Swails, Watson 

578. Administration of the Secondary School-4 hours. Spring, 
Summer. This course is organized to treat the major problems 
confronting the principal of both large and small high schools. 
The primary objective in the course will be that of seeking 
through investigation better adaptation and utilization of sec
ondary school facilities. Jamison, Westfall 

579. School-Community Relations-4 hours. Summer. A study of 
practices and procedures that may be employed to develop 
mutual understanding between the citizens of a community and 
their public schools. Swails 

582. School Business Management-4 hours. Alternating Spring 
and Summer with Education 585. A study of the current Indi
ana practices in school budgeting and accounting procedures. 
Practice is given in budget construction and accounting pro
cedures. Swails 
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583. Workshop for Principals-4 hours. Summer. Problems of 
administering a twelve-grade school are studied and the prob
lems are drawn from actual school situations, presented by 
members of the workshop. Consultants are called in as needed. 
Enrollment in the workshop is limited to those persons who 
have had some experience as principals or who are beginning 
principals. Lautenschlager, Swails 

584. Legal Aspects of School Administration-4 hours. Fall, Sum
mer. A study of the origin and development of school legisla
tion in Indiana with emphasis given to law as it applies to a 
number of school situations today. Swails 

585. School Plant Planning 1.-4 hours. Alternating Spring and 
Summer with Education 582. A study of methods of school 
building planning. Fundamental principles of school building 
construction are stressed, and at the same time, a study of 
desirable equipment for each unit of the building is made. 

Swails 

586. School Plant Planning 11.-4 hours. Summer. A study of 
literature relating to school surveys and to the investigation 
of the major problems of the school administrator. How to 
organize and conduct a school survey, how to determine the 
lines of investigation needed, how to collect and interpret data, 
and how to set forth results of the investigation in a report 
are important features of the course. Prerequisite: Education 
585. Swails 

*591. Citizenship Education-4 hours. Summer. A review of cur
rent projects and studies in citizenship education. Presents meth
ods for developing democratic attitudes and skills in various 
subject matter areas, both for elementary and secondary teach
ers. Engelland 

592. Improving Social Studies Instruction in the Elementary 
School-4 hours. Summer. This course is designed to meet the 
needs of elementary teachers in the area of Social Studies. The 
findings of recent research in curriculum, methods of teaching, 
and instructional materials will be emphasized. Smith 

*594. Workshop in Reading-4 hours. Summer. Under the general 
theme of developmental reading, major emphasis will be placed 
on preventive instructional procedures (basal reading). Cobb 

595. Problems in Reading-4 hours. Summer. This course is de
signed to give the student the opportunity to explore some of 
the major problems in reading and the teaching of reading in 
the public schools. In addition to class work, the student will 
explore rather thoroughly both research and present practice 
in some specific area. Cobb 

596. Improving the Teaching of the Language Arts in the Ele
mentary School.-4 hours. Summer. Designed for experienced 
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teachers. Includes study of research and current literature on 
the language arts, and selections of techniques and materials 
for improved effectiveness in teaching. Classroom experimenta
tion will be encouraged. Runke 

600. Preparation of Thesis-8 hours. By arrangement with chair
man of student's thesis committee. 
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Division of Teaching 
Dr. Brewer, Mr. Lantz, Dr. Sharpe, Dr. Shipla, Dr. Tanruther. 

GENERAL STATEMENT 
The major purpose of graduate work in the Division of Teaching 

is to prepare candidates on the Supervising Teacher Curriculum 
(See page 28). This curriculum, leading to the master's degree, 
is open only to selected candidates on either the elementary or the 
secondary level. The committee on selection is composed of three 
members: two being appointed by the Director, Division of Teach
ing, on the elementary or secondary level, and the third being the 
candidate's graduate adviser. Candidates on the elementary level 
must also qualify for the elementary teacher curriculum. Candi
dates on the secondary level must qualify for the secondary teacher 
curriculum with a minimum of 24 hours of graduate work in the 
academic major. 

The public schools are playing an increasingly impor-tant role in 
teacher education, and many classroom teachers are being called 
upon to serve as supervising teachers. Teachers who are interested 
in serving as supervising teachers will find Supervised Teaching 
557 valuable. 

GRADUATE COURSES 
*555. Advanced Supervised Teaching-4 hours. Fall, Winter, 

Spring. A continuation of Supervised Teaching 451 and 452. 
Also designed to meet the needs of students who wish to secure 
a certificate in an additional area. (Elementary Division). 

Tanruther 
*556. Advanced Supervised Teaching-4 hours. Fall, Winter, 

Spring. A continuation of 453 and 454. Special adaptations are 
made to meet the individual student's needs. (Secondary Divi
sion). Sharpe 

557. Principles and Techniques of Supervising Student Teach
ers--4 hours. First Summer Term. For persons expecting to 
be supervising teachers or directors of laboratory schools. Pre
requisite-Graduate standing and one course in student teach
ing. Brewer, Lantz, Sharpe, Shipla, Tanruther 

*558. Individual Teaching Problems--4 hours. Fall, Winter, 
Spring. A refresher course for teachers who have been out of 
the profession for some time. Problems may be selected in 
either the elementary or secondary field. Sharpe, Tanruther 

559. The Work of the Laboratory School in Teacher Education 
Institutions--4 hours. Fall, Winter, Spring. For persons expect
ing to be supervising teachers and directors of laboratory 
schools. Prerequisite: Graduate standing and one course in 
student teaching. Sharpe, Tanruther 
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Department of English 
Dr. Smock (Chairman), Mr. Ashbrook, Dr. Bash, Miss McBeth, 

Dr. Masters, Dr. Schick, Dr. Laban Smith, Dr. Tenney. 

GENERAL STATEMENT 
The primary purpose of graduate instruction in English is to 

prepare effective teachers through sound training in scholarship 
and criticism. The program is designed to meet the needs of either 
those expecting to terminate their graduate work with the master's 
degree or those intending to pursue more advanced study. 

Candidates for the master's degree are expected to complete a 
program that includes a knowledge of (1) scholarship and scholarly 
techniques, (2) the development of English and American litera
ture, (3) the chief literary types, (4) the nature and development 
of the English language, and (5) critical standards. In addition 
many students will find it desirable to include courses in such 
closely related subjects as foreign languages, philosophy, social 
studies, and speech, as well as further training in the techniques 
of teaching. 

Students seeking the master's degree as preparation for teach
ing or for other professional and cultural purposes may elect 
either the Secondary Teacher or Departmental curricula. (These 
curricula are explained on page 21 of this Bulletin. Here are 
listed the Education courses required on the Secondary Teaching 
curriculum. For selection of a minor the student should consult 
the Director of Graduate Studies and the Chairman of the English 
Department.) The following regulations in respect to English 
courses apply to both curricula. 

Required courses in English-536, 538, 5701 
Recommended-600 (thesis) 

-501 or 550 (for students who have not had 
Chaucer, history of the language, or 
similar courses as undergraduates) 

Approved electives to complete major in English. 

AU prospective students are expected to consult with the Chair
man of the English Department for admission to a program of 
study, which may vary from this general outline in accordance 
with the student's aims and previous training. 

GRADUATE COURSES 
*501. The History of the English Language--4 hours. A study of 

the morphology and phonology of the English language from 
Old English through Middle English to Modern English. Lec
tures and readings. Schick 

1By special permission students may substitute Education 501. 
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*520. Drama-4 hours. Development of drama and dramatic 
criticism from classical Greece to the present-world scope. 

McBeth 

*521. The Novel-4 hours. Traces the development of the English 
novel from the beginning through Sir Walter Scott. The prin
cipal novelists studied are Defoe, Richardson, Fielding, Smol
lett, Sterne, Austen, and Scott. Smock 

*522. The Novel-4 hours. Spring. Traces the development of 
the English novel from Scott to the present time with emphasis 
on the nineteenth century. Smock 

*526. The English Renaissance (1580-1660)-4 hours. Bash, Smith 

*527. The Neo-Classical Age-4 hours. The principal writers 
studied are Dryden, Addison, Steele, Swift, and Pope. Smock 

*528. The Romantic Movement-4 hours. Spring. Tenney 

*529. The Victorian Age-4 hours. Victorian poetry and prose. 
Smock, Tenney 

*531. Contemporary Poetry-4 hours. A study of the current 
trends and of representative modern British and American 
poets; poetic techniques; evaluation; and teaching methods. 

McBeth 
*532. The Literature of Early America-4 hours. A survey of 

American literature from the early seventeenth century to 
1830. Lectures and readings. Schick 

*534. American Drama-4 hours. The development of American 
drama from its beginnings in the eighteenth century to the 
present. Lectures and readings. Schick 

*536. Studies in American Literature-4 hours. Summer. The 
topics for study will change from term to term. Required of 
all graduate students in English. Bash, Schick 

538. Studies in English Literature-4 hours. Summer. The topics 
will change from term to term. Required of all grasuate stu
dents in English. Smith, Smock 

*541. Contemporary Prose-4 hours. The short story, the novel, 
and the drama. 

*548. Literary Criticism and Theory-4 hours. An historical study 
of literary criticism and aesthetic theory. 

*550. Chaucer-4 hours. A study of the life and writings of 
Chaucer, including the historical background of the fourteenth 
century and some attention to linguistic problems. Schick 

*551. Shakespeare-4 hours. Spring. An intensive study of 
selected comedies, tragedies, and historical plays. Careful at-
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tention is given to problems of Shakespearean scholarship, in
terpretation, and criticism. McBeth, Smith 

*552. Milton-4 hours. Paradise Lost and as much as possible of 
· minor poems, Sampson Agonistes, and major prose writings. 

Smith, Tenney 

*561. Playwriting-4 hours. Winter, 1957. Actual writing of 
plays followed by criticism by the instructor, reactions and 
suggestions from class members, rehearsals and re-write of 
script, and close observation of audience reaction when the play 
is performed publicly. A laboratory course designed to teach 
basic playwriting techniques with the development of creative 
ability and the appreciation of the problems of the playwright 
as its main objectives. Masters 

570. Introduction to Literary Research and Bibliography-4 
hours. Summer, 1958. A discussion of typical problems in 
literary history and criticism and a study of the most important 
bibliographical references in English and American literature. 
Required of graduate students in English. Schick 

*580. Workshop In Problems of Teachlng--4 hours. Summers 
only. Special consultants in addition to regular staff provide 
leadership for this workshop designed to study specific and 
practical problems in the teaching of English. Designed for 
teachers with experience; open to others by special permis
sion. Smock 

*595. Seminar--4 hours. Topics for study will change from term 
to term. Prerequisite: 24 hours in English. Staff 

600. Preparation of Thesis-8 hours. By arrangement with the 
chairman of the student's thesis committee. 
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Department of Foreign Languages 
Mrs. Peters (Chairman), Dr. Bruning, Mr. Castagno, Miss Ewing. 

GENERAL STATEMENT 
Graduate work in the foreign languages may be taken in French, 

Latin or Spanish. Students who elect to take a graduate major 
should consult with the chairman of the Foreign Language Depart
ment. The departmental curriculum is available for students that 
wish to obtain a major in Foreign Languages. 

Secondary Teacher of Foreign Languages 

Education Courses ------·-··-----·------------·--·--------------------------·---·-·--------------------·---· 12 hours 
Education 501 
Education 522 or 526 
Any one of: Education 503, 504, 512, 513 

Courses in foreign languages as approved by the departmental 
chairman ---------------------·--·-------------------·----------------------------------·--------- 24 hours 

Approved electives (may include thesis or 600 courses) ---·------------------ 12 hours 

TOTAL ---------------·--·----------------------------------·------------------------- 48 hours 

GRADUATE COURSES 

French 

531. Contemporary French Literature-4 hours. In this course 
the following five outstanding contemporary writers will be 
studied: Marcel Proust, Francois Mauriac, Andre Gide, Andre 
Malraux, Albert Camus. 

532. Nineteenth Century French Literature-4 hours. The Real
ist and Naturalist Novel Readings will include works of Flau
bert, Maupassant, Daudet, Zola. 

533. Eighteenth Century French Literature-4 hours. The princi
pal authors and works of this period with special emphasis on 
Voltaire and Rousseau. 

534. Seventeenth Century French Literature-4 hours. The classi
cal period through the dramatic works of Corneille and Racine. 

Latin 

512. Horace's Satires-4 hours. Reading of poems in dactylic 
hexameter dealing with a variety of subjects, with a special 
study of satire. 

514. Cicero's Letters--4 hours. Interpretations of selected letters, 
with a study of Roman customs and political conditions at the 
end of the Republic. 
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517. Medieval Latin-4 hours. Rapid reading of many interest
ing stories and easy passages of prose and poetry in the popular 
language of the time. 

521. Advanced Composition-4 hours. Comprehensive study of the 
fundamentals of the Latin language, with special emphasis upon 
expression of simple thoughts in idiomatic Latin. 

Spanish 

551. Modem and Contemporary Spanish Literature-4 hours. 
Drama and prose of the Generation of '98; modernism. Unamuno, 
Baroja, Azorin, Valle-Inclan, Miro, Perez de Avala, Gomez de 
la Serna, Benavente. 

552. Literature of the Nineteenth Century-4 hours. The realistic 
novel : Alaracon, Valera, Pereda, Galdos, Pardo Bazan, Valdes, 
Ibanez. 

553. Literature of the Golden Age.-4 hours. The major prose 
and poetic works of the Renaissance and Maroque styles, with 
emphasis on the following: Lazarillo, Cervantes' Novelas ejem
plares, Aleman, Quevedo, Gracian, Garcilasco, Fray Luis de 
Leon, San Juan de la Cruz, Gongora. 

554. Cervant~ hours. A critical and stylistic analysis of the 
art and form of the first modern novel, the Quijote. 

555. Drama of the Siglo De Oro-4 hours. Representative works 
of Lope de Vega, Castro, Tirso, Alarcon, Calderon, and Rojas. 

600. Preparation of Thesis-8 hours. By arangement with chair
man of student's thesis committee. 
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Department of Home Economics 
Mrs. Lee (Chairman), Mrs. Banks, Mrs. Barrick, Miss Burgeson, 

Miss LeHew. 

GENERAL STATEMENT 
The chief purpose of graduate work in the Department of Home 

Economics is to prepare secondary teachers in the area of home eco
nomics education. The offerings lead to the master's degree and 
enable the candidate to broaden the training she reeeived on the 
undergraduate level. 

All students who desire to pursue graduate work in home eco
nomics should consult with the chairman of the department relative 

· to their · schedules of study. There must be adequate planning to 
assure proper concentration and to meet the individual needs of 
the candidate. 

SeCondary Teacher of Home Economics 
Education Courses .......................................................................................... 12 houra 

Education 501 
Education 522 or 526 
Any one of: Education 503, 504, 512, 513 

Home Economics Courses (To include courses in several areas 
to fit the needs of the individual student) ·······-······························· 24 hours 

Approved electives (may include thesis or 600 courses) ···-·····-··········· 12 hours 

TOTAL --··-··-········································································ 48 hours 

GRADUATE COURSES 
•511. Drapery and Dress Design--4 hours. Winter, 1957. A course 

in applied costume design. Attention is given to the creation 
of individual dress designs which may be constructed by the 
draping method. Prerequisites: Home Economics 212 and 211 
or permission of the Instructor. LeHew 

*512. Recent Trends in Textiles and Clothing--4 hours. An ad
vanced study of textiles and clothing including a survey of new 
developments. Prerequisites: Home Economics 111, 211. LeHew 

•518. Family Clothing Problems-4 hours. A study of family 
clothing expenditures and their implications on the teaching of 
clothing in our schools. LeHew 

*521. Diet in Disease-2 hours. Winter, 1958. A study of the 
modifications which are necessary to adjust the complete diet 
to the body needs during pathological conditions. Prerequisites: 
Chemistry 844, Home Economics 821. Lee 

•522. Experimental Cookery--4 hours. Factors affecting results 
in cookery processes. Class problems in fundamental principles 
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of cookery; individual problems selected by students. Prerequi
site : Home Economics 222. Burgeson 

*523. Recent Advances in Nutrition-4 hours. Summer. Investi
gation and study of research dealing with food values, bodily 
reactions to food, and food processing. Prerequisites: Science 
344, Home Economics 321. Lee 

*524. Recent Trends in Foods--4 hours. An advanced study of 
the science of cookery, including a survey of recent trends in 
foods to illustrate the latest developments in the field. Pre
requisite: Home Economics 222. Burgeson 

*525. Nutrition and Family Living in the Elementary School-4 
hours. Summer. Emphasis on the ways and means of using 
the already organized elementary school program to assist 
the child in developing desirable attitudes and habits in family 
living. Appropriate laboratory experiences are planned to meet 
the needs of the group. Banks 

*526. Nutrition Education-4 hours. Designed to help teachers 
and supervisors in the fields of elementary education, home eco
nomics, health education and related areas to carry out a pro
gram of nutrition education in the schools. Prerequisite: Science 
171. Banks 

*530. Contemporary Homes and Their Furnishings-4 hours. The 
influence of American ideas in developing functional homes and 
furnishings. A study of the artistic, economic, and social trends 
on homes of the future. Banks 

*532. Problems in Consumer Buying-4 hours. Problems which 
confront the family in safeguarding and spending the money 
income. Burgeson, LeHew 

*533. Family Relationships-4 hours. Family administration and 
interpersonal relationships within the family which contribute 
to permanent family values. Banks 

*534. Household Equipment-2 hours. The application of prin
ciples and techniques relating to selection, care and use of 
household equipment. Prerequisite: Science 281 or permission 
of instructor. Burgeson 

*535. Recent Trends in Home Management-4 hours. Summer, 
1958. Problems of time, energy and money management which 
confront the homemaker. Emphasis is given to work simplifica
tion techniques. Burgeson 

•536. Demonstration in Teaching Home Economics--2 or 4 hours. 
Winter, 1958. Study, observation, and experience in the tech
nique of demonstration, applying the basic principles of selection, 
care and use of materials and equipment used in the home. 
Prerequisite : Home Economics 222. Burgeson 
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*537. Seminar: Family Relationships-4 hours. Summer. Pre-
requisite: Home Economics 533 or its equivalent. Banks 

*538. Child Development-4 hours. Summer. Factors involved 
in the physical, intellectual, social and emotional development 
of children, with discussion of problems in the home. Observa
tion of infants and pre-school children. Open to all college 
students. Lee 

*539. The Nursery School-4 hours. A study of the theory of 
nursery education and the practical procedures and techniques 
used in nursery schools. Prerequisites or parallel: Home Eco
nomics 538. Lee 

*543. Problems in Teaching Home and Family Living in the 
Secondary School-4 hours. Class procedures, teaching aids, 
evaluation devices and the use of formal and informal studies 
in curriculum development for high school home and family 
living classes. Prerequisites: Home Economics 533. Banks 

*544. Teaching Foods in the Secondary School-4 hours. Family 
centered foods teaching to include planning, preparation, and 
service of meals in an efficient manner. Banks, Lee 

*545. Child Nutrition-4 hours. Fundamental principles of child 
nutrition; methods of judging nutritional status of children; 
and ways and means by which nutritional betterment of chil
dren may be attained. Prerequisite: Home Economics 321. Lee 

*575. Methods in Home Nursing Education-4 hours. Methods 
of teaching home nursing skills as well as group supervision 
for practicing skills. This course is carried on cooperatively 
with the American Red Cross and provides practice in teaching 
community classes in home nursing. 

*592. Organization and Methods of Homemaking Education-4 
hours. A study of the vocational home economics programs, the 
adult homemaking program, equipment, source materials, and 
teaching aids. Attention is given to problems encountered by 
students while teaching in typical Indiana schools. Lee 

593. Methods of Adult Homemaking Education-4 hours. Prin
ciples and techniques of adult homemaking education. Students 
are given opportunities to plan and teach lessons in homemaking 
for adults. Lee 

594. Curriculum Development in Home Economics-4 hours. In
vestigation of curriculum practices, experimental work and 
research studies being carried on to improve home economics 
in secondary schools. Prerequisites: Home Economics 391, 592. 

Barrick, Lee 
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595. Evaluation in Home Economics-4 hours. Summer. A study 
of the development and use of instruments of evaluation in 
relation to newer techniques of homemaking education at the 
secondary level. Prerequisites: Home Economics 391, 592. 

Barrick, Lee 
596. Supervision of Home Economics Instruction-4 hours. A 

study of desirable supervisory techniques which will promote 
the improvement of home economics teaching. Prerequisites: 
Home Economics 391, 592, experience in teaching home eco
nomics. Barrick, Lee 

598. Curriculum Study in Child Development-4 hours. Materials 
and techniques for teaching child development in the secondary 
schools. Emphasis will be placed on new trends and the de
velopment of resource materials in this area. 

599. Special Problems in Home Economics-2 or 4 hours. Further 
work in some phase or phases of home economics in which the 
student has a particular interest. Prerequisite: permission of 
the chairman of the department. Lee and Staff 

600. Preparation of Thesls-8 hours. By arrangement with chair
man of student's thesis committee. 
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Department of Industrial Education 
Mr. Yager (Chairman), Mr. Adams, Mr. Barrick, Mr. Haynes, 

Dr. Morton, Mr. Pound, Mr. Snidow, Mr. Svendsen. 

GENERAL STATEMENT 

The graduate program in Industrial Education has been developed 
primarily for the purpose of training teachers in this field. The 
program leads to the master's degree on the secondary teacher cur
riculum. 

Students interested in either Industrial Arts Education or In
dustrial Vocational Education will find an adequate range of courses 
to meet their needs. All students who desire to pursue graduate 
work in Industrial Education should consult both the chairman of 
the department and the Director of Graduate Studies relative to 
individual programs. 

A minimum of twenty-four term hours is required of students 
either in Industrial Education or in combination with areas related 
to this field. It is recommended that those who enter the Graduate 
Division with a special undergraduate major in Industrial Education 
complete at least twelve hours credit outside their major interest 
area. 

Graduate courses have been divided into two major classifica
tions; professional and advanced work in each of the five major 
areas in which undergraduate work is offered. 

School administrators who desire to become better informed about 
the philosophy, problems and work in Industrial Education would 
find courses 512, 575, 585, and 592, very helpful. 

It is essential that there be careful planning in order to meet 
the needs of each individual. 

Secondary Teacher of Industrial Education 

Education Courses .......................................................................................... 12 hours 

Education 501 
Education 522 or 526 
Any one of: Education 503, 504, 612, 613 

Industrial Education Courses ···························-··············-·················-····· 24 hours 
From Industrial Education 604, 606, 612, 616, 625, 660, 664, 555, 
560, 565, 570, 575, 577, 578, 580, 581, 585, 586, 587, 591, 592 

Approved electives (may include thesis or 600 courses) ........................ 12 hours 

TOTAL ···················-······························-································· 48 hours 
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GRADUATE COURSES 
*504. Industrial Arts J)esign-4 hours. Winter, 1958 1959. Em

phasis upon principles of design as applied to probfems of con
struction, drawings, and sketches of projects are made for 
major areas in Industrial Education. A variety of shop experi
ence in Industrial Education is required. Morton, Snidow 

*505. Special Problems in Drafting-4 hours. Summer, 1957, 1958. 
Other terms by arrangement. A course devoted to the study 
of problems in Drafting. Problems growing from the needs 
of the student and approved by the instructor are preferred. 

Morton, Snidow 

*512. Philosophy of Industrial Education-4 hours. Spring, 1959. 
A critical examination and analysis of educational philosophy 
in an effort to determine the place and function of the practical 
phases of education. The basic philosophy of Industrial Education 
in relation to the modern educational program and to other 
curriculum areas. Prerequisite: an undergraduate teaching ma
jor, supervisory or administrative experience. Yager 

*515. Special Problems in Wood-4 hours. Summer, 1957, 1958. 
Other terms by arrangement. A course devoted to the study 
of problems in Wood. Problems growing from the needs of the 
student and approved by the instructor are preferred. 

Morton, Snidow, Svendsen 

*525. Special Problems in Metal-4 hours. Summer, 1957, 1958. 
Other terms by arrangement. A course devoted to the study of 
problems in Metal. Problems growing from the needs of the 
student and approved by the instructor are preferred. Barrick 

550. Modem Trends in Industrial Education-4 hours. Summer, 
1957. Emphasis is placed upon the significance of modern 
trends from the viewpoint of both theory and practice. Pre
requisite: undergraduate major in Industrial Education. Yager 

*554. Special Problems in Graphic Arts-4 hours. Summer, 1957, 
1958. Other terms by arrangement. A course devoted to the 
study of problems in Graphic Arts. Problems growing from 
the needs of the student and approved by the instructor are 
preferred. Haynes 

655. Supervision of Industrial Arts Education-4 hours. By ar
rangement. A study of the duties and responsibilities of the 
supervisor, evaluation criteria, rating sheets, and other tech
niques which will make the work and efforts of the supervisor 
more effective. Staff 

660. Problems in Industrial Education-2 to 8 hours. By arrange
ment. The content will be determined to a large extent by the 
interests, needs of each individual in each class. Typical prob-
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lems are testing and evaluation, promotional programs, inven
tories, shop planning, safety programs, self evaluation, etc. Pre
requisite: undergraduate major in Industrial Education. Staff 

*565. Trade and Occupational Analysis--4 hours. Spring, 1958. 
A course in methods of making an analysis of a trade, pre
liminary to organizing a course of study for day trade classes. 

Staff 
*566. Special Problems in Electricity-4 hours. Summer, 1957, 

1958. Other terms by arrangement. A course devoted to the 
study of problems in Electricity. Problems growing from the 
needs of the student and approved by the instructor are pre
ferred. Morton, Svendsen 

570. Tests and Measurements in Industrial Educatton-4 hours. 
Summer, 1958. The significance of tests and measurements 
in a modern program of industrial education. Emphasis is 
given to various types of tests, and techniques of testing and 
measurements. Prerequisite: undergraduate major in Industrial 
Education. Pound 

*575. Educational and Vocational Guidance--4 hours. Fall, 1957, 
Winter, 1959. Needs for guidance, counseling, organization of 
guidance programs, sources of occupational information, com
munity surveys, trends in guidance service. Staff 

*577. Shop Planning and OrgMization-4 hours. Winter 1958, 
1959. Emphasis on planning of school shops, selection and loca
tion of equipment, writing of specifications and estimates for 
various areas and types of shops. Prerequisite: undergraduate 
major in Industrial Education. Staff 

*578. Industry and Industrial Occupations--4 hours. Fall, 1957, 
1958. The growth, development and organization of industry, 
problems of industry, labor and the consumer, with emphasis 
on their significance in our present social order. Barrick 

*580. Industrial Psychology-4 hours. Summer, 1958. Applic~
tion of psychology to teaching trade subjects. The mental pro
cesses involved in learning manipulative skills and information 
in connection with a skilled occupation. Pound 

581. Planning and Teaching Industrial Arts in the Elementary 
School-4 hours. Summer 1958. This course has been designed 
to assist teachers in the elementary grades to plan and organize 
various types of handicraft programs. Emphasis is placed on the 
development of facilities for activity programs, experiments 
with various materials, construction of teaching aids, and a 
study of activity programs now in operation. Svendsen, Yager 

*585. Diversified Cooperative Education-4 hours. Summer, 1957, 
Winter, 1958, Summer, 1958. Emphasis upon the extent tO 
which the high school can prepare youth for employment, de
veloping education programs to meet community needs and the 
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establishment of a program of diversified occupations. Pre
requisite: an undergraduate teaching major, administrative or 
supervisory experience. Pound 

*586. Industrial Vocational Coordination-4 hours. Summer, 1958. 
Problems of a coordinator in his relations with school officials, 
teachers, and with labor and employers. Problems concerning ad
visory committees, surveys and agencies. Prerequisite :under
graduate major in Industrial Education,. administrative or 
supervisory experience. Pound 

587. Conference and Panel Procedures-4 hours. Summer, 1957. 
What is the conference and panel? Where are they used? How 
to conduct a conference and panel. Applications. Prerequisite: 
undergraduate major in Industrial Education, administrative or 
supervisory experience or extensive experience in industrial 
training programs. Pound 

*591. History and Theory of Industrial Education-4 hours. Sum
mer, 1958. The history, theory, and development of industrial 
and vocational education. Emphasis is placed on the significance 
and relationship of various philosophies and theories to the 
modern educational program. · Yager 

*592. Organization and Administration of Trade and Industrial 
Education-4 hours. Spring, 1958, 1959. A study of the laws 
providing for various types of vocational education. Emphasis 
is placed on the problems and techniques involved in the organi
zation and administration of a modern vocational education 
program and its relation to the total school program. 

Adams, Yager 

600. Preparation of Thesis. By arrangement with chairman of 
student's thesis committee. 
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·Department· of Library Science 
Mr. Marino (Chairman and Director of Libraries), Miss McCalla, 

Mrs. Weinbrecht, Miss Weller. 

GENERAL STATEMENT 
Graduate work in library science is designed to enable the 

student to meet all the requirements for full certification and the 
master's degree. The student may elect any of the graduate curricu
la for the Master of Arts degree, including the departmental curricu
lum, to qualify for the School Librarian Certificate (First Grade) 
and the Supervisor of Sc}lool Libraries and Teaching Materials 
Certificate. 

See School Librarian Certificate, page 27. 
See Supervisor of School Libraries and Teaching Materials Cer

tificate, page 26. 

GRADUATE COURSES 
*526. Administration of the School Library-4 hours. Spring, 

Summer, 1957. The administration, organization, planning, and 
equipment of school . libraries with emphasis upon budgeting, 
ordering, maintenance of the book collection, and circulation 
of various materials. Actual practice and observation (20 hrs. 
as a minimum) in the Laboratory School Library or in class
rooms will be assigned according to individual needs. Pre
requisites: Library Science 306, 311 (High School) 312 (Ele
mentary). McCalla, Weller 

534. Reference Work-4 hours. Summer, 1958. A continuation 
of Library Science 424. Prerequisite: Library Science 424. 

McCalla, Weinbrecht 
536. Materials for High School Subject~ hours. Summer, 1958. 

Emphasis upon materials to enrich the teaching of subjects in 
the curriculum. Prerequisites: Library Science 306, 311. •• 

McCalla 
538. Basic Collection of Materials for the Elementary School 

Library-4 hours. Summer, 1957. Emphasis upon a collection 
for grades one to six. Prerequisites: Library Science 306, 312** 

McCalla, Weller 
550. Problems of the School Library-4 hours. Summer, 1957. 

Designed for the school librarian. Covers administrative prob
lems, trends, facilities, improvements, and relationships. At
tention to individual problems. Prerequisite: Provisonal cer
tificate in Library Science. McCalla, Weller 

**Prerequisites apply only to those working for a certificate in Library 
Science; others may take these courses as electives. 
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551. Seminar in Library Science-4 hours. Summer, 1958. Ad
vanced problems in reading materials and interests of children 
and young people; methods for guiding readers in the choice of 
materials for educational growth, problems pertaining to the 
book arts. Prerequisite: Library Science 534, 536, 538. McCalla 

552. Technical Services in Libraries-4 hours. Summer, 1958. 
Overview of methods of acquisition, processing, conservation, 
and circulation of materials. To develop understanding of prac
tices and methods. Prerequisites: Library Science 322, 426. 

· Marino 

600. Preparation of Thesis-8 hours. By arrangement with chair
man of student's thesis committee. 

i. 
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Department of Mathematics 
Dr. Shriner (Chairman), Miss Kennedy, Mr. McDaid, Dr. Moore, 

Mr. Stearley, Mr. Strong. 

GENERAL STATEMENT 
The primary purpose of graduate work in mathematics at this 

institution is the preparation of master teachers of mathematics. 
This graduate work leads to the master's degree. Graduate stu
dents choosing to take a major in graduate mathematics must have 
completed an undergraduate major in this field. All students who 
plan to pursue graduate work in mathematics should consult both 
the Director of Graduate Studies and the chairman of the depart
ment relative to individual programs. Since not less than twenty
four hours in graduate mathematics can qualify for the master's 
degree in mathematics, there must be adequate planning to assure 
proper concentration and meet the individual needs of the candi
date. It occasionally happens that a candidate desires to pursue 
a combination of mathematics and physics. In such cases, a proper 
distribution between the two areas may be approved. 

Master's Degree Curriculum in Mathematics 

Mathematics Courses ···········-·········-······························································ 24 hours 
Any two of: Mathematics 511, 513, 515, 621, 622, 624, 525 
Any two of: Mathematics 531, 632, 633, 634, 661 
Any two of: Mathematics 641, 642, 691, 692, 693, 694 

Education Courses ···········································-············································· 12 hours 
Education 601: 622 or 526; One of: 503, 504, 612, 513 

Approved Electives (may include thesis or 600 courses) ···········-··· 12 hours 

TOTAL ·-··········-······································································· 48 hours 

GRADUATE COURSES 

*511. Theory of Numbers-4 hours. Spring, 1958. A course de
signed to bridge the gap between problem-solving mathematics 
and mathematics which develops a theory; rich in material use
ful for secondary and elementary school teachers. Prerequisites: 
24 hours in mathematics. Moore, Strong 

*513. Higher Algebra-4 hours. Winter, 1958, Summer, 1959. Se
lected topics such as convergency and divergency of series, 
indeterminate equations, summation of series, etc., as given in 
the Hall-Knight text. Prerequisite: Mathematics 332. 

McDaid, Moore 
*515. Theory of Equations-4 hours. Summer, 1959. General 

theorems on algebraic equations; solutions of cubics and quar
tics; theorem of Sturm; numerical approximations to roots, etc. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 331. McDaid, Moore 
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521. Modem Geometry-4 hours. Fall, Spring, Summer. The 
recent geometry of the triangle, a number of miscellaneous 
theorems, and extension of the treatment of the harmonic 
sections and the harmonic properties. Prerequisite: Mathe
matics 223. Kennedy, Strong 

*522. Solid Analytic Geometry-4 hours. Winter, Summer. A 
course in the coordinate geometry of three dimensions. Pre
requisites: Mathematics 121 and 221. McDaid, Strong 

*524. Projective Geometry-4 hours. Spring, 1959. A study of 
geometrical theorems of a projective nature; theorems relating 
to the concurrence of lines and collinearity of points. Prerequi
site: Mathematics 221 or 223. Strong 

*525. Non-Euclidean Geometry-4 hours. Fall, 1957. A course 
denying the validity of Euclid's Parallel Postulate. Emphasis on 
the hyperbolic geometry of Gauss, Bolyai and Lobatchewsky. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 221 or 223. Strong 

*531. Intermediate Calculus-4 hours. Spring, Summer. A continu
ation of the calculus to include advanced topics in both differ
ential and integral calculus with emphasis on applications. Pre
requisites: Mathematics 331 and 332. McDaid, Shriner 

532. Advanced Calculus-4 hours. Spring, Summer. Study of Vec
tors, functions of several variables, multiple integrals in general, 
Leibnitz's rule, line and surface integrals, Green's theorem, 
refined series tests, Laplace transform, Fourier series. Pre
requisite: Mathematics 431. McDaid, Shriner 

*533. Differential Equations-4 hours. Spring, Summer. Par
ticular solutions and simple applications, equations of the first 
order and first degree, simultaneous equations, first order 
equations of degree higher than the first, etc. Prerequisite: 
Mathematics 332. McDaid, Moore 

534. Advanced Differential Equations-4 hours. Summer, 1958. 
Solution of the general linear · differential equation with em
phasis on the method by series. Numerical methods, Fourier 
series with applications in the solution of partial differential 
equations. Prerequisite: Mathematics 433. McDaid 

*541. Mathematics of Statistics-4 hours. Every quarter. Tabu
lar and graphical presentation of statistical data, measures of 
central tendency and dispersions, and simple correlation. 

Moore, Shriner 

542. Advanced Theory of Statistics--4 hours. Fall, Summer. 
Curve-fitting by the Method of Least Squares and the Method 
of Moment, Bernoulli and Poisson and Lexis Distributions, 
the more complicated frequency curves, Partial and Multiple 
Correlation. Prerequisites: Mathematics 332 and 541. 

Moore, Shriner 
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*651. Field Mathematics-4 hours. Spring, Summer. A field 
course in mathematics designed for teachers stressing use of 
instruments and · machines with some applications in surveying 
and spherical trigonometry. McDaid, Moore 

691. Seminar in Problems of the Mathematics Teacher-4 hours. 
Every quarter except Winter. A course for administrators and 
experienced teachers of mathematics in the high school who 
desire a more intimate knowledge of the present trends in the 
field. Kennedy, Shriner 

*692. History of Mathematics-4 hours. Spring, Summer. A 
course in the history of mathematics with emphasis on those 
phases which will aid the teacher of secondary school mathe
matics. Prerequisite: Mathematics 391. Kennedy, Shriner 

693. History of Arithmetic-4 hours. Fall, 1958. A course de
signed primarily for elementary school teachers and present
ing the development of arithmetic with particular attention to 
changes in American textbooks of arithmetic. Prerequisite: 
Mathematlcs 391 or 392. Kennedy, Shriner 

694. Supervision of Arithmetic-4 hours. Every quarter. A 
critical study of the present day materials, textbooks, curricu
lum trends, and methods in the teaching of arithmetic. Pre
requisite: Mathematics 391 or 392. Kennedy, Shriner 

600. Preparation of Thesis-8 hours. By arrangement with chair
man of student's thesis committee. 
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Department of Music 
Mr. Hill (Chairman), Mr. Angell, Mr. Bacon, Miss Bard, Mr. Barnes, 

Dr. Eberly, Mr. Graesch, Mr. Gremelspacher, Mr. Jacobson, 
Dr. Lidral, Dr. Melendy, Miss Meyer, Mr. Miller, Miss 

Pearman, Mr. Pence, Miss Peterson, Mr~ Rosewall, 
Mr. Stannard, Miss Tatlock, Mr. Watts. 

GENERAL STATEMENT 

The chief purpose of graduate work in the field of music is to 
expand the professional competency of musicians and of teachers 
of music. The offerings lead to the degrees of Master of Arts or 
Master of Science. 

The graduate student who has earned approximately sixty 
quarter hours in undergraduate music or in music education may 
carry a major area of twenty-four quarter hours or a minor area 
of twelve quarter hours in graduate music courses. Music 510 is 
required of all such students, and subsequent courses will be de
termined by the student and the chairman of the department on 
the basis of the need of the student. 

The elementary classroom teacher who has earned eight or more 
hours in undergraduate elementary music may carry as a graduate 
student a minor area of twelve hours in music education. Music 
501, 502 and 586 have been developed specifically for such teachers. 

MAJOR AREAS 

Departmental Curriculum in Music . 

Education 501 .................................................................................................... 4 hours 
Music 510 and courses to be planned by 

Chairman of Music Department ·············································-········ .. ····· 24 hours 
Minor Area ···-·············-·············································-····-··················•·-········· 12 hours 
Approved electives (may include thesis or 600 courses) ........................ 8 hours 

TOTAL ···········-······--······-··············-····-···················: ........... 48 hours 

Secondary Teacher of Music Education Curriculum 

Education 501, 522 or 526, 503 or 504 or 512 or 513 ............................ 12 hours 
Music 510 and courses to be planned by 

Chairman of ·Music Department ................................................................ 24 hours 
Approved Electives (may include thesis or 600 courses) ........................ 12 hours 

TOTAL ···················-········-······················································· 48 hours 

GRADUATE COURSES 
*501. Keyboard Experience-4 hours. Spring; even numbered 

years. The continued development of those .. elementary skills 
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needed by classroom teachers who teach their own music. 
Chiefly elementary keyboard work. Prerequisite: Music 201 or 
equivalent. Tatlock 

*502. Music Listening Activities In The Elementary Classroom-
4 hours. Spring; odd numbered years. The study of recorded 
instrumental music and supplementary materials suitable for 
elementary children. For the elementary clastU"oom teacher. 
Prerequisite: Music 292 or equivalent. Tatlock 

510. Harmonic Analysis and Score Realization-4 hours. Fall. 
Application of harmonic principles to vertical and linear situa
tions, beginning with simple melodies and advancing through 
full choral and instrumental scores. Required of all graduate 
music students. Prerequisite: Undergraduate major in music. 

Eberly, Hill 

*511. Advanced Harmony-4 hours. Fall. Further study of the 
vertical sonorities: modulation as effected through dominant 
seventh chords and other dominant chords; ninth, eleventh and 
thirteenth chords; modulating and non-modulating sequences 
and non-dominant seventh chords; altered chords. Prerequisite: 
Music 221 or equivalent. Eberly 

*520. Instrumentation and Arranging: Orchestra-4 hours. Win
ter. A study of the tonal and technical resources of orchestral 
instruments with practical exercises in scoring. Hill, Lidral 

*521. Instrumentation and Arranging: Band-4 hours. Spring. 
A study of the tonal and technical resources of band instru
ments with practical exercises in scoring. Watts 

522. Composition-4 hours. Fall, Winter, Spring. Original com
position in the smaller vocal and instrumental forms. Prerequi
site: Music 526. Bard 

*523. Keyboard Harmony-4 hours. Fall. A course designed to 
develop facility in the practical use of theoretical harmony. Pre
requisite: Music 113 and Elementary Piano. Eberly 

524. Advanced Arranging for Orchestra-4 hours. Fall, Winter'; 
Spring. Prerequisite: Music 520. Hill, Lidral 

*'525. Arranging of Choral Literature-4 hours. Fall, Winter, 
Spring. Study of problems in arranging for standard as well 
as special choral groups. Emphasis on poetic meter. Practical 
exercises. Prerequisite: Harmony and choral experience. Bard 

*526. Analysis of Musical Form-4 hours. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
A survey of the structural elements of music compositions. 
Prerequisite: Music 222 or 511. Eberly 

*527. Counterpoint 1-4 hours. Winter. Counterpoint in two parts, 
exercise in melody writing, modern counterpoint in two parts. 
Prerequisite: Music 222 or 511. Eberly 
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*528. Counterpoint 11-4 hours. Spring. Writing in three, four 
and more parts. Exercise in canon. Prerequisite: Music 527. 

Eberly 

529. Advanced Arranging for Band-4 hours. Fall, Winter, 
Spring. Prerequisite: Music 521. Watts 

*530. Music Literature-4 hours. Fall. A chronological survey 
of music literature with emphasis on trends in composition. 

Eberly 

531. Seminar in Music Literature-4 hours. Fall. Prerequisite: 
Music 530. Eberly 

535. Advanced Strings-2 hours. Fall, Winter, Spring. Study 
of standard solo repertoire. Prerequisite: Undergraduate major 
or equivalent. Bacon, Melendy 

540. Advanced Woodwind-2 hours. Fall, Winter, Spring. Study 
of standard solo repertoire. Prerequisite: Undergraduate major 
or equivalent. Lidral, Stannard 

545. Advanced Brass-2 hours. Fall, Winter, Spring. Study of 
standard solo repertoire. Prerequisite: Undergraduate major or 
equivalent. Graesch, Watts 

550. Advanced Voice--2 hours. Fall, Winter, Spring. Study of 
standard solo repertoire. Prerequisite: Undergraduate major or 
equivalent. Angell, Rosewall 

551. Advanced Piano-2 hours. Fall, Wintel\ Spring. Study of 
standard solo repertoire. Prerequisite: Undergraduate major 
or equivalent. Bard, Tatlock 

552. Advanced Organ-2 hours. Fall, Winter, Spring. Study of 
standard solo repertoire. Prerequisite: Undergraduate major or 
equivalent. Eberly 

555. Recital-2 hours. Fall, Winter, Spring. Faculty 

*560. Elementary String Technic-2 hours. Fall, Spring. The study 
of elementary string technic through playing stringed instru
ments and the study of methods of teaching beginning string 
classes. Graduate students will study two strings, Melendy 

*565. Elementary Woodwind Technic-2 hours. Fall, Winter, 
Spring. A laboratory course including: (a) study of the ele
mentary technic of woodwind instruments by playing; and (b) 
methods of teaching beginning woodwind classes. Graduate stu
dents will study two woodwinds. Lidral 

*570. Elementary Brass Technic-2 hours. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
A laboratory course including: (a) study of the elementary 
technic of brass instruments by playing ; and (b) methods of 
teaching beginning brass classes. Graduate students will study 
two brasses. Graesch, Watts 
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*571. Brass Ensembles--2 hours. Fall. A study of selected works 
usable by brass ensembles in the schools. Prerequisite: a brass 
major or equivalent skills. Graesch 

"'572. Woodwind Ensembles-2 hours. Winter. A study of selected 
works usable by woodwind ensembles in the schools. Prerequi
site: a woodwind major or equivalent skills. Lidral 

*573. Brass Solos-2 hours. Spring. A study of selected brass solos 
ranging in difficulty from elementary through senior high 
school. Prerequisite: a brass major or equivalent skills. Graesch 

*574. Wind Instrument Guidance-2 hours. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
A laboratory and theory course presenting: (a) aptitude tests, 
and (b) technics to be used in selecting an instrument suitable 
for a given individual, Gremelspacher 

575. Elementary Percussion Technic-2 hours. Spring. Lab
oratory class. A study of percussion instruments and their 
place in the orchestra and band. Prerequisite : Music 175 or 
equivalent. Graesch, Gremelspacher 

576. Woodwind Solo~2 hours. Spring. A study of selected wood
wind solos ranging in difficulty from elementary through senior 
high school. Prerequisite: a woodwind major or equivalent 
skills. Lidral 

*578. Marching Band Procedure-2 or 4 hours. Fall. A methods 
course in teaching the marching band and in presenting drum 
major signals. Gremelspacher 

*579. Instrument Repair and Adjustment-2 hours. Fall. Lab
oratory course in learning how to make minor adjustments and 
repairs of string, wind and percussion instruments. 

Graesch, Gremelspacher 
581. Problems in Junior High Music-4 hours. Summer; odd

numbered years. A combined laboratory and methods course 
dealing with problems, creative activities and new materials 
in the junior high field. Prerequisite: Student teaching in 
choral music or experience. Pearman 

583. The Church Music Director-4 hours. Summer; even num
bered years. Organization and management of adult, youth and 
children's choirs in the church. The anthem, responses, hymns, 
mass and liturgical elements as reflected in music are treated. 
Prerequisite: Undergraduate choral major or minor. Jacobson 

*584. Vocal Pedagogy-4 hours. Winter. Study of specific prob
lems and their solutions in the training of individual voices. 

Jacobson, Rosewall 
585. Supervision of Elementary Classroom Music-4 hours. Sum

mer; even-numbered years. The music supervisor or consult
ant's role in elementary education. Principles and techniques of 
cooperative group processes and the encouragement of self
education of teachers. Meyer 
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*586. Problems in Elementary Music-4 hours. Summer. A com
bined laboratory and methods course dealing with problems and 
new materials in the elementary field. Prerequisite: Music 292 
or 392. Meyer 

587. Advanced Instrumental Conducting-4 hours. Fall, Winter, 
Spring. Prerequisite: Music 381 Gremelspacher, Melendy 

588. Advanced Choral Conducting-4 hours. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
Prerequisite: Music 382. Jacobson, Rosewall 

*591. Instrumental Organization and Administration-4 hours. 
Spring. A study of the organization and administrative tech
nics needed for bands, orchestras, instrumental materials and 
equipment. Prerequisite: Student teaching or experience. 

Gremelspacher 
*592. Choral Organization and Administration-4 hours. Spring. 

A study of the organization and administration of choral groups 
in public schools. Prerequisite: Student teaching or experience. 

Jacobson 
593. Music Dramatic Production-4 hours. Spring. A study of ma

terials, procedures and technics of operetta production with 
elementary junior high and senior high school voices. Rosewall 

594. Band Materials-4 hours. Summer. A survey of newer band 
materials made each summer under laboratory conditions. Pre
requisite: Music 369 or equivalent. Gremelspacher 

*595. Choral Material-4 hours. Summer. A survey of newer choral 
materials made each summer. Jacobson 

596. Orchestral Materials-4 hours. Summer. A survey of newer 
orchestral materials made under laboratory conditions. Special 
attention is given to music for the strings. Prerequisite: Music 
359 or equivalent. Barnes, Melendy 

*597. Music Education String Materials--4 hours. Summer. Com
parative analysis of group method books, individual method 
books, selected solos, etudes, and exercising materials for strings. 
Prerequisites: Music 359, 560. Barnes, Melendy 

598. Seminar in Band Materials-4 hours. Summer. An evaluation 
of materials for school bands made each summer under labora
tory conditions. Prerequisite: Music 594 or equivalent. 

Gremelspacher 
*599. Marching Band Technics-4 hours. Summer. A methods 

course presenting: (a) parade routines; (b) shows and drills for 
the football field and basketball court; (c) marching contests; 
and (d) suitable music for the marching band. Prerequisite: 
Music 578 or equivalent. Gremelspacher 

600. Preparation of Thesis--8 hours. By arrangement with chair
man of student's thesis committee. 
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Department of Nursing 
Mr~. Reeves, (Chairman), Miss Church, Miss Appelman. 

Graduate study in nursing education consists of 12 hours in a 
minor with electives to make a total of 48 hours, such electives 
to be approved by the chairman of the department. Credits earned 
lead to a master's degree. Transfer of credits from other standard 
colleges and universities will be accepted upon approval of the 
Director of Graduate Studies and the chairman of the department. 

All students who desire to pursue graduate study in nursing 
education should consult with the Director of Graduate Studies 
and the chairman of the department. 

The purposes of graduate study in nursing education are to pre
pare qualified nurses as expert practitioners; to function more 
effectively in the areas of administration, supervision and instruc
tion; to offer tools and incentives for continuance of personal and 
professional growth as fostered by advanced study and research 
by nurses themselves. 

GRADUATE COURSES 
*500. Counseling and Guidance in Nursing-4 hours. Spring 1958. 

A study of basic principles and techniques in counseling and 
guidance designed to fulfill the needs of nursing personnel. 

Appelman 
*501. Management of a Head Nurse Unit-4 hours. Winter 1957. 

A study of basic principles, functions, techniques, and problems 
related to the management of a head nurse unit. The course is 
designed to assist the graduate nurse in better preparing for 
head nurse positions. Church 

*521. Supervision in Nursing Services-4 hours. Spring 1959. 
A course which places emphasis upon supervisor-nurse-health 
worker relationships and the evaluation process. Church 

*522. Principles of Nursing Service Administration-4 hours. Fall 
1957. A study of principles of management with specific applica
tion in the conduct of a department of hospital nursing service. 
Prerequisite: N 501, 521, or consent of instructor. Church 

*540. Teaching in Nursing Education Programs-4 hours. Winter 
1959. A course which places emphasis on the role of the teacher, 
methods and problems of teaching, criteria for selection, organi
zation and evaluation of learning experiences and tools for ap
praising learner's growth. Criteria for selection and beginning 
development of resource materials in student's area of teaching 
in nursing. Prerequisite: N 500 or consent of instructor. 

Appelman 
*541. Curriculum Development in Nursing-4 hours. Fall 1957. 

A critical evaluation of present-day nursing curricula, with a 
consideration of objectives, teaching methods, source materials, 
community resources, and sequence of instruction. Prerequisite: 
N 540 or consent of instructor. Appelman 
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Department of Philosophy 
Dr. Dyche, Chairman of Department. 

GENERAL STATEMENT 
A Master of Arts degree may be received in the Philosophy 

Department. The graduate work in philosophy is limited to a minor 
on the teacher curriculum, and a minor or electives on various 
other graduate curricula available through Graduate Division. For 
further information consult the departmental chairman. 

GRADUATE COURSES 
*506. Source-readings in Ancient Philosophy-4 hours. Fall 1957. 

Readings in the actual works of the Pre-Socratics, Socrates, 
Plato, Aristotle, Epicureans, and Stoics. Prerequisite: Philoso
phy 202 or equivalent. Dyche 

*507. Source-readings in Medieval Christian Philosophy-4 hours. 
Winter, 1958. Readings in the actual works of Plotinus, the 
Church fathers, and the Medieval scholastic philosophers. Pre
requisite: Philosophy 202 or equivalent. Dyche 

*508. Source-readings in Modern Philosophy-4 hours. Spring, 
1958. Readings in the actual works of Descartes, Bruno, Leibniz, 
Spinoza, the English empiricists, Kant, and the German idealists. 
Prerequisite: Philosophy 202 or equivalent. Dyche 

*509. Source-readings in American Philosophy-4 hours. Summer, 
1959. Readings in the actual works of Jonathan Edwards, Emer
son, James, Peirce, Royce, Santayana, and others. Prerequisite: 
Philosophy 202 or its equivalent. Dyche 

*510. Source-readings in Contemporary Philosophy-4 hours. Sum
mer, 1957. Prerequisite: Philosophy 202 or equivalent. Dyche 

*511, *512, *518. Great Books--4 hours. European novels. Offered 
consecutively. Fall, Winter, Spring terms in evening, 1958-59. 

Dyche 
*514. Philosophy of the Stat~ hours. Fall, 1958. A critical exam

ination of the main philosophical approaches to the problem of 
the basis and authority of the state. Prerequisite: Philosophy 
202 or equivalent. Offered evenings, Fall, 1957. Dyche 

*515. Philosophy of Religion-4 hours. Spring, 1959. Not the ex
position of a 'religious' philosophy, but a philosophical examina
tion of actual religion. Prerequisite: Philosophy 202 or equiva
lent. Offered Evenings, Spring 1958. Dyche 

*516. Philosophy of History and World Cultures-4 hours. Winter, 
1959. A philosophical exposition of history as becoming process 
of self-conscious freedom. Prerequisite: Philosophy 202 or 
equivalent. Offered Evenings, Winter 1958. Dyche 

*519. Contemporary Political Philosophy-4 hours. Summer, 1958. 
600. Preparation of Thesis-8 hours. By arrangement. Dyche 
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Department of Physical Education 
for Men 

Dr. Marks (Chairman) , Mr. Hollar, Mr. Jones, Mr. Klueh, Mr. 
Longfellow, Mr. Selge, Mr. Wolf. 

GENERAL STATEMENT 
Graduate work in physical education for men is limited to a 

graduate major on the secondary teacher curriculum or as elective 
credits on various administrative and guidance curricula, leading 
to the master's degree. 

All students who desire to pursue graduate work in physical 
education for men should consult with the chairman of the depart
ment relative to their schedules of study to meet the individual 
needs. 

SECONDARY TEACHER CURRICULUM 
Men's Physical Education 

Education courses .......................................................................................... 12 hours 
Education 501 
Education 522 or 526 
Any one of: Education 503, 504, 512, 513. 

Any three of: Physical Education 551, 552, 553, 564, 566 
661, 562, 663, 566, 575 ........................................................................ 12 hours 

Student may select as many as 12 hours in another area .................... 12 hours 
Approved electives (may include thesis or 600 courses) ........................ 12 hours 

TOTAL ...................................................................................... 48 hours 

Any student who desires to pursue the departmental curriculum, 
see page 21 for details. 

GRADUATE COURSES 
•551. Organization and Administration in Health and Physical 

Education-4 hours. Fall, Spring, Summer. The study of the 
basic problems in the organization and administration of the 
physical education program with an investigation of materials 
in their solution. Marks, Wolf 

•552. New Trends in Health, Physical Education and Recreation-
4 hours. Summer, 1958. A survey of trends in the fields of 
health, physical education, and recreation. Course may be sub
stituted for Physical Education 551 on the comprehensive major. 

Marks 

553. Community Recreation-4 hours. Summer, 1959. Signifi
cance, functions, operations, and relationships to other activi
ties. Kluefi, Selge, Wolf 
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*554. Principles and Curriculum Construction-4 hours. Winter, 
Summer. The study of guiding principles, aims, objectives, and 
activities for the construction of up-to-date programs in physical 
education. Wolf 

*556. Seminar: Problems of the Phyiidcal Education Director-4 
hours. Summer, 1958. Prerequisite: Completed major in physi
cal education. Longfellow 

561. Seminar in Tests and Measurements in Physical Education-
4 hours. Summer, 1959. To acquaint the student with exist
ing tests and with the sources for their location. To enable stu
dents to evaluate, administrate, and interpret the results of such 
tests. ~arks 

562. Individual Problems and Abnormal Cases in Physical Edu
cation-4 hours. Summer, 1957, 1960. An appreciation course 
of the problems of the abnormal boy. Emphasis is placed on 
methods of creating in the abnormal favorable attitudes in over
coming postural defects, flat feet, etc. Prerequisite: Physical 
Education 255. ~arks 

563. Supervision of Physical Education-4 hours. Summer, 1959. 
The study of principles covering the processes of super~ 
vision; administrative organization of supervision; improving 
the setting for learning and improvement of instruction for in
service education for teachers. Hollar, ~arks 

566. The Administration of High School Athletics-4 hours. Sum
mer, 1958. The purpose of this course is to offer practical 
suggestions and guides for managing the business affairs of an 
athletic program; deals with a national, state, and local policy 
concerning athletic eligibility, contest management, financial 
budgets, location and maintenance of facilities, intramural, and 
current athletic trends. Hollar, ~arks 

576. Seminar in Athletics-4 hours. Summer, 1959. This course 
is offered in response to a demand from coaches in service 
and is open only to graduate students who have had one or more 
years experience in high school or college coaching. Advanced 
techniques of football and basketball problems met in the field 
will be emphasized. Research assignments will be a part of the 
course. Staff 

600. Preparation of Thesis-8 hours. By arrangement with chair
man of student's thesis committee. il 
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Department of Physical Education 
for Women 

Dr. Watkins, (Chairman), Miss Forsythe, and Miss Pound. 

GENERAL STATEMENT 
The graduate program in physical education for women is limited 

to a minor on the secondary teacher curriculum or to electives on 
various other curricula available through the Graduate Division. 
Combined with the appropriate courses in Biology, Physiology, and 
Hygiene a major in Health and Physical Education is possible, pro
vided an undergraduate major has been completed in this area. 

Students who desire to do graduate work in this area should con
sult the chairman of the department concerning their schedules of 
study. 

Secondary Teacher of Health and Physical Education 
(Women) 

Education Courses ...................................................................................... 12 hours 
Education 501 
Education 522 or 526 
Any one of: Education 503, 504, 512, 513 

••Health Education (Physiology and Hygiene, 8 Hours, 
Biological Science 4 hours) ····················-·····-·-·······-······················· 12 hours 

Physical Education .................................................................................... 12 hours 
Approved electives (may include thesis or 600 courses) ........................ 12 hours 

TOTAL ···········-················································-······················· 48 hours 
.. Student who desires curriculum in Physical Education and Guidance may 

substitute 12 hours selected from Education 517, 518, 519, 530. 

GRADUATE COURSES 

504. Problems in Corrective Physical Education-4 hours. This 
course is concerned with the modification of the physical educa
tion program to meet the needs of the student who is unable 
to participate profitably in the regular program. Problems of 
preventive and corrective physical education will be studied. 
Prerequisites: Physical Education 101, 102, 403. 

*505. Administration and Supervision of Physical Education-4 
hours. A course dealing with the problems of organizing and ad
ministering a program of physical education for the elementary 
and secondary schools. Attention is given to the elementary 
school program and to the problems of high school girls, as the 
woman teacher has to meet them. Summer, odd-numbered years. 
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*506. Girls' Group Work Leadership--4 hours. A survey of the 
historical development of community organizations interested 
in group work for girls, their philosophy, programs, and function 
in the community. Camp Fire Girls, Girl Scouts, Four-H Clubs, 
YWCA Clubs, and Girls Clubs of America will be included in 
the organizations studied. Special emphasis will be placed upon 
the development of group work techniques. Forsythe 

*507. Field Work and Community Organization for Recreation-
4 hours. 

*508. Problems in Organization and Administration of the Sports 
Program for Girls and Women-4 hours. Summer, odd-numbered 
years. Staff 

520. History and Principles of Physical Education-4 hours. A 
survey of the significant trends in the history of education with 
specific reference to the related development of the fields of 
physical education, health education, and recreation. 

521. Organization and Administration of the Extra-Class Activi
ties in the Girls' Physical Education Program-4 hours. This 
course is concerned with emerging educational philosophy con
cerning the place of extra-class activities in the modern school 
program. It will attempt to survey and evaluate these activities 
as the woman teacher of physical education meets them. Current 
organization and administrative procedures will be studied. 
Special consideration will be given to the program of the League 
of the High School Girls Athletic Association. Forsythe 

522. Problems in Evaluation in Physical Education-4 hours. A 
course in principles and methods in evaluating the outcomes of 
the physical education program. Consideration will be given to 
the selection and use of available tests and measurements as 
well as other evaluative procedures. Prerequisites: Physical Edu
cation 391 and experience in teaching. Desirable: Education 567. 
Summer, even-numbered years. Pound 

*592. Seminar in Creative Rhythm and Dance Education for the 
Elementary Schools-4 hours. A practical course planned to 
enrich the teaching skills of the classroom teacher in this field. 
Summer. odd-numbered years. Forsythe 

593. Seminar in Modem Dance Composition-4 hours. The guid
ing principles of modern dance composition will be explored. The 
course is prepared to help the teacher in effecting the transition 
from the teaching of techniques to the teaching of composition. 
Prerequisites: Physical Education 303, 492, 592, or permission of 
the instructor. Forsythe 

600. Preparation of Thesis--8 hours. Arranged with chairman of 
student's thesis committee. 
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Department of Science 
Dr. Koch (Chairman), Dr. Allyn, Mr. Black, Dr. Brett, Dr. Bull, 

Mr. Cantin, Dr. Drummond (on leave 1957-58), Dr. Guernsey, 
Mr. Heller, Dr. Hook, Dr. Hopp, Dr. Johnson, Mr. Kessel, 

Dr. Proffitt, Dr. Smith, Mr. Suttle, Dr. Wilkinson, 
Mr. Winn. 

GENERAL STATEMENT 

The major function of graduate work in the Science Department 
is two-fold: prepare students for a Master of Science degree in 
teaching and a Master of Science degree toward a liberal education. 
A master's degree in Science meets fully the academic require
ments for conversion of the provisional teacher certificate to first 
grade. 

The major area for the master's degree may be taken in either 
the Biological or the Physical Sciences. It is highly desirable that 
the student consult with the chairman of the department relative 
to schedules of study. 

It is highly desirable that the student select a minor area for 
the master's degree. This area should be related to the major one 
or be consistent with the student's primary objective. In lieu of a 
minor area, the student may elect up to 12 hours from some other 
department if such electives are consistent with his educational 
objective. 

GRADUATE COURSES 

General Courses 

•505. Heredity and Environment with Educational Applications-
4 hours. Fall. A popular non-technical course presenting the 
general principles of heredity and the environmental relation
ships. Prerequisite: Science 112 or its equivalent. Smith 

•511. History of the Physical Sciences-4 hours. A course for 
science majors in which an attempt will be made to gain a com
prehensive perspective of the development of the physical 
sciences, including the biographies of eminent scientists. Alter
nate years. Physical Science Staff 

•513. Contributions of Physical Sciences to Human Welfare-4 
hours. Winter, even-numbered years; Summer, odd-numbered 
years. Prerequisites Science 111 or its equivalent. A historical 
study of the development and methods of science as they have 
contributed to our world. Kessel, Wilkinson 
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*514. Chemical Contributions to Modem Life-4 hours. Winter, 
odd-numbered years; Summer, even-numbered years. A study 
of the chemical industry from the standpoint of the growth, 
accomplishments, operations, economics and products used in 
everyday life. This course is designed for any teachers in service 
who have not been in contact, nor had experience with the 
science of chemistry. Kessel, Wilkinson 

526. Conservation of Wildlife-4 hours. Course intended to ac
quaint the student with the conservation of wildlife and its 
relationship to man. Hopp 

*590. Science Laboratory and Demonstration Techniques-4 hours. 
A study of laboratory demonstrations and techniques in devising 
equipment, gathering laboratory materials and preparing science 
exhibits. Prerequisites: Science 391 or 392 or their equivalent. 

Heller 

*593. Workshop for Elementary Science Teachers-4 hours. A 
study of the problems pertaining to techniques of instruction 
and instructional materials with special emphasis upon usage 
and gathering of material and laboratory equipment suitable 
for elementary science. Bull 

*594. Workshop for Secondary Science Teachers-4 hours. A study 
of problems pertaining to techniques of instruction and instruc
tional materials, as well as gathering of laboratory material and 
devising laboratory equipment for secondary science. Bull 

600. Preparation of Thesis-8 hours. Every term. By arrange-
ment with chairman of student's thesis committee. Staff 

Botany 
*531. Plant Pathology-4 hours. Fall. Winter. Plant diseases are 

studied from the standpoint of symptoms, causes and methods 
of control. The economic importance of the diseases and the life 
history of the fungi are especially stressed. Prerequisites: 
Science 131 and 132. Alternate years. Smith 

''· ...... 
*532. Plant Physiology-4 hours. Spring. Physiology of absorp

tion, diffusion, permeability, transpiration, nutrition, digestion, 
photosynthesis, assimilation, respiration, movement and growth 
of plants. Prerequisites: Science 131, 132, and 141. Alternate 
years. Smith 

*533. Principles of Heredity-4 hours. Winter, Spring. Mendel's 
Laws, the genetics of cultivated plants, domesticated animals 
and humans. Prerequisite: Science 121 or 131. 

*535. Plant Histology and Microtechnique-4 hours. Winter. Al
ternate years. Methods of killing, fixing, embedding, culting, 
staining, and mounting sections of plant structures. Laboratory 
course. Prerequisites: Science 131 and 132. Smith 
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*536. Industrial Mycology-4 hours. Winter, Spring. Alternate 
years. Fungi in relation to their various uses in industry. Pre
requisites: Science 131, 132, 141, or 376. Smith 

*537. Plant Ecology-4 hours. Spring. Alternate years. A study of 
Plant Communities. Prerequisites: Science 331 or 334. Smith 

*538. Organic Evolution-4 hours. Winter. A study of the evidence 
and the theories of evolution. Smith 

*539. Botanical Projects-4 hours. Every quarter. On request 
only. Smith 

Chemistry 
*540. Physiological Chemistry-4 hours. Winter. Prerequisite, Or

ganic Chemistry. This course may be elected in partial fulfill
ment of requirements for a major either in chemistry or physi
ology, but not in both. Wilkinson 

*541. Chemical Preparations-4 hours. Fall. Prerequisite: Science 
342. Arranged. A laboratory course involving the preparation 
of special inorganic and organic compounds. Kessel, Wilkinson 

*542. Advanced Quantitative Analysis-4 hours. Spring, Pre
requisite: Science 241. Two lectures and six laboratory periods 
per week. 

*543. Physical Chemistry-4 hours. Winter. Prerequisites: Science 
143 and 241. Three lectures and two laboratory periods per week. 

Wilkinson 

*544. Chemical Process Industries-4 hours. Spring. Prerequisites: 
Science 143 and 341. Four lectures and scheduled plant visits. 
Student should have Friday afternoon free. Kessel, Wilkinson 

*545. Chemical Projects-4 hours. Arranged. Each quarter. Open 
only to those who have a major in chemistry. 

Kessel, Wilkinson 

*548. Seminar in Chemistry.-Each quarter. Subject matter, 
hours and credits to be arranged. Kessel, Wilkinson 

*549. Physical Chemistry-4 hours. Fall. Prerequisite: Science 
543. Kessel, Wilkinson 

Geography 

*551. Urban Geography-4 hours. Spring, odd-numbered years: 
Summer. The city is approached as a geographical phenomenon 
created through human effort. Historical development, classifi
cation, ecology, and planning of cities are studied. 

Drummond, Hook 
*552. Problems in Geography-4 hours. Each quarter. Semi

seminar work, involving an investigation of original sources of 
geographic literature, statistics, cartography and study of origi
nal ideas. Arranged. Hook, Koch 
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*555. Political Geography-4 hours. Winter, odd-numbered years; 
Summer. The geography of countries and the geographical 
interpretation of international relations. Designed particularly 
for geography and social studies majors. Hook, Koch 

*558. Conservation of Natural Resources-4 hours. Each term; 
Summer. Exploitation and conservation of the soils, forests, 
minerals and waters of the United States. Especially valuable 
to geography and social studies majors and of general cultural 
value. Koch 

Geology 
*554. Common Rocks and Minerals-4 hours. Spring, even-num

bered years. This course is designed to give a student familiarity 
with the rocks and minerals found in the State of Indiana as 
well as the more important varieties from other parts of the 
world. Drummond 

*556. Mineralogy-4 hours.Spring, odd-numbered years. The more 
common minerals as well as some gems and precious stones are 
studied and classified. Attention is also given the uses and 
occurrences of the more important minerals. Drummond 

Physics 
*580. Intermediate Mechanics-4 hours. Fall, odd-numbered years. 

Selected topics in Newtonian mechanics are discussed with em
phasis on problem solving. Prerequisites: Science 181, 182, 183, 
and Calculus. Black, Winn 

*581. Optics-4 hours. Spring, even-numbered years. The theory 
of geometrical and physical optics is presented. Prerequisites: 
Science 181, 182, 183, and Calculus. Black, Winn 

*582. Thermodynamics-4 hours. Winter. Radiation and thermo
dynamics are covered in this course. Alternate years. Prerequi
sites: Science 181, 182, and 183, and Mathematics 332. (Calcu
lus). Black, Winn 

*583. Sound and Acoustics-4 hours. Spring. The subjects of 
vibratory motion and sound are covered in a comprehensive 
manner. Alternate years. Prerequisites: Science 181, 182, and 
183 and Mathematics 332 (Calculus). Winn 

*584. Electronics-4 hours. Spring. This is a course in the funda
mentals of electronics theory and practice. Prerequisites: Science 
181, 182, and 183 and Mathematics 111, 112, and Calculus. 

Winn 
*585. Modern Physics-4 hours. Fall. Deals with some of the out

standing modern developments in the field of electricity, rela
tivity, atomic structure, and quantum theory. Prerequisites: 
Science 181, 182, and 183, and Mathematics 111, 112, and Cal
culus. Winn 
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*586. Electrical Theory-4 hours. A course in the theory of 
electricity intended to supplement the experimental work in 
Science 382. Prerequisites : one year of college physics and 
calculus. Winn 

*587. Project in Physics-4 hours. Every quarter. Advanced course 
for seniors and graduate students. Winn 

Physiology and Hygiene 

*570. Human Biology-4 hours. Summer, arranged. A course to 
correlate useful facts from the fields of anatomy, physiology 
and biology. Prerequisites: Science 112 or its equivalent. 

Johnson 

*571. Hygiene of the School Child-4 hours. Summer. A study of 
the influence of environmental factors upon growth and develop
ment of the child. Arranged. Prerequisites: Science 171 and 172. 

Johnson 

*572. Advanced Physiology-4 hours. Fall. Selected topics and 
laboratory exercises to meet the student's need. Students elect
ing this course should consult the instructor in charge. Arranged. 
Prerequisites: Science 171 and 172. Brett 

*573. Alcohol and Narcotics Education-4 hours. Winter, Summer. 
The course content is essentially the same in this case as that of 
Science 274. However, it is designed for a more specific student 
group namely, teachers in service, counselors of youth groups, 
and social workers. Emphasis will be placed on ways and means 
of creating sound attitudes toward the alcohol and narcotics 
problem to the end that excesses may be avoided by the estab
lishment of adequate personality structure. Students who have 
credit for Science 27 4 should not register for this course. 

Brett 

*57 4. Community Health Problems-4 hours. Any term. Designed 
for studying the efforts of the community to secure a healthful 
environment and for embodying these findings into units for 
use in school. Prerequisites: Science 171, 271 and 37 4. Suttle 

*575. Applied Bacteriology-4 hours. Spring, Alternate years. 
Microbiology of food, milk, water, sewage, soils and industrial 
fermentations. Prerequisite: Science 376. Johnson 

*576. Medical Bacteriology-4 hours. Spring. Alternate years. 
A study of pathogenic bacteria in relation to infection and 
modern methods of immunology in their control. Prerequisite: 
Science 376. Johnson 

*577. Human Parasitic Diseases-4 hours. Winter. Alternate years. 
A discussion of the role of animal parasites in the production 
of human diseases. Prerequisites: Science 121 and 172. Johnson 
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*578. Microbiology Problems-4 hours. Any term. Individual prob
lems dealing with the physiology of microorganisms. Prerequi
sites: Science 172 and 376. Johnson 

*579. Anatomy and Physiology of Hearing and Vocal Mechanisms 
-4 hours. Spring. Lectures, recitations and laboratory experi
ments to meet the requirements of majors in the Department of 
Special Education. Prerequisite: Special Education 345. Suttle 

Zoology 

*521. Histology and Microtechnique--4 hours. Winter. Lectures 
and laboratory studies dealing with the microscopic structures 
of the principal animal tissues, including the preparation of ani
mal materials for microscopic study. Prerequisites: Science 121, 
122, and 123. Allyn 

*522. Embryology--4 hours. Winter. Lectures and laboratory 
studies of germ cells, maturation, fertilization, development 
and differentiation of germ layers into organs and systems of 
vertebrate animals. Prerequisites; Science 121 and 123 or equiva
lent. Allyn 

*623. Field Zoology--4 hours. Spring, Summer. Alternate years. 
An introduction to the local animal life of Indiana, including 
classification, distribution, and natural history. Prerequisites 
for biology majors: Science 121, 122, and 123. Allyn 

*524. Protozoology--4 hours. Spring. Discussion and laboratory 
studies on the structure, physiology, life histories, and behaviors 
of one-celled animals. Prerequisites: Science 121, 122, and 123. 
Arranged. Allyn, Hopp 

*525. Advanced Endocrinology--4 hours. Spring. Advanced study 
in the anatomy and function of the ductless glands. Prerequisite: 
Science 325 Allyn 

*534. Human Genetics-4 hours. Spring. Human heredity and its 
problems, etc. Prerequisites: Science 121 and 122 or Science 131 
and 132. Smith 
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Department of Social Studies 
Dr. Anthony (Chairman), Dr. Annakin, Dr. Bone, Mr. Creason, 

Dr. Dallas, Mr. Dowell, Dr. Engelland, Dr. Fowler, Dr. 
Gemmecke, Dr. Hamilton, Mr. Kline, Mr. Kraft, Dr. 
Scheick, Dr. Seltzer, Mr. Stephanson, Dr. Thursfield. 

GENERAL STATEMENT 
The Department of Social Studies offers graduate majors and 

graduate minors. Students who major in other departments may 
elect social studies courses for which they have adequate pre
requisites. Students who take a major in the department must 
have completed an undergraduate major in the field, or do ad
ditional work. Majors are urged to choose the thesis option. Those 
who plan to do a doctorate should choose theM. A. degree. Majors 
must have the approval of the Chairman of the Social Studies 
Department and the Director of Graduate Studies. 

The faculty of the Social Studies Department is interested in 
helping the graduate student plan a curriculum that will enable 
him to attain his particular educational and/or vocational goals. 
The prospective graduate student is urged to confer with the faculty 
of the Social Studies Department in regard to opportunities in the 
various disciplines. 

Functions of the Master's Degree 

Most students who do graduate work in the Social Studies De
partment have one or more of the following objectives: 

1. A liberal education. 

2. Teaching. 
a. In public schools. A master's degree in social studies 

meets fully the academic requirement for conversion of 
a provisional teaching certificate to a first grade and 
permanent certificate. 

b. In colleges and universities. The demand for teachers at 
the college level is increasing. Students who are interested 
in college teaching should choose a curriculum that will 
be accepted by major universities and will count toward 
a Ph.D. degree. 

3. Other vocational interests. 
There are numerous opportunities in Government, Business, 
and Industry for men and women who are competent in one 
or more of the social studies disciplines. 
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CURRICULUM PATTERN FOR THE MASTER'S DEGREE 

The following pattern is sufficiently flexible to meet the particu
lar needs of any student. A "pattern" makes it easier for the student 
to select courses that are coherent, and in harmony with his ob
jective. 

A major area of concentration, minimum of 28 hours ---------- ---------------- -- 28 hours 
This major area may be in any one of the departmental 
disciplines (economics, government, history, sociology) or 
it may be a diversified maJor embracing two or more of the 
above disciplines. Included m the major area of concentration 
must be a research methods course, preferably in the discipline 
of primary interest. 

A minor area, or electives -------------·----------------------------------- --------------------------- 12 hours 
Studenta who major in a particular discipline should choose 
a minor related to the major area, or consistent with the 
student's primary objective. In lieu of a minor area, the 
student may elect up to 12 hours from any department or 
discipline, if such electives contribute to his educational ob-
jective. No minor is required with a diversified major. 

Thesis or approved electives -----------------·----------------------·------------------------------· 8 hours 

TOTAL ·-----------------------·- -----------------------------------·------------------------ 48 hours 

GRADUATE COURSES 

General Courses 

505. Improving Social Studies Instruction-4 hours. Summer. 
For teachers of the Social Studies in grades 7-12. Emphasis is 
placed on a re-examination of the goals and methods of Social 
Studies; on curriculum revision; on the teaching of current 
events and controversial issues; on evaluation; and on meaning
ful citizenship training in the social studies. Prerequsites: grad
uate standing and teaching experience. Engelland 

600. Preparation of Thesis. Arranged with chairman of student's 
thesis committee. 

Economics 

*510. Intermediate Economic Analysis-4 hours. Winter, even
numbered years. An examination of economic theory with em
phasis upon price, distribution, and monopoly theories ; dis
cussion of current economic problems. Prerequisite: Social 
Studies 210. Creason 

*511. (535) Agricultural Economics-4 hours. Fall, odd-number
ed years. Crop and price control, soil conservation, marketing, 
and related problems. Creason, Gemmecke 

*512. (551) Economic Systems---4 hours. Spring. Analysis of 
capitalism, socialism, and communism; history of their develop
ment; evaluation. Step hanson 

i 
I 
!' 
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513. A Survey of American Industrie~ hours. Summer. A de
scriptive and analytical examination of selected industries in 
their historical, biographical, and economic setting. Organized 
especially to meet the needs of elementary teachers. No pre
requisite. Stephanson 

*514. (534) Collective Bargaining-4 hours. Spring. Study of 
the development of bargaining; emphasis on practical problems 
of contract negotiation and grievance procedure. Prerequisite: 
Social Studies 315, or consent of instructor. Dallas 

516. Theory of Prices and Market~ hours. Offered on request. 
An intensive course in microeconomics. This course will cover 
the economics of the firm and the industry including analysis 
of demand, product and factor market structure, and cost, using 
the techniques of partial equilibrium analysis. Prerequisite: 
Social Studies 510. Dallas 

*518. (552) International Economic Relatio~ hours. Winter, 
even-numilered years. An analysis of international trade, fi
nance, and commercial policy. Tariffs, trade controls, mone
tary standards, and balance of payments studied within frame
work of theories of international trade. Prerequisite: Social 
Studies 214. Creason 

*519. National Income Analysis-4 hours. Winter, odd-numbered 
years. Problems of defining and measuring national income. 
Prerequisite: Social Studies 214. Creason 

520. Research Method~ hours. Fall, Summer. Meaning of re
search ; selecting research topics; techniques of collecting and 
analyzing data and writing in acceptable form. Staff 

*524. (557) Contemporary Economic Literature--4 hours. Winter, 
odd-numbered years. Representative sampling of current litera
ture. Following a core of standard works, the student will 
explore more intensively the literature of a single area of eco
nomics. Prerequisite: 8 hours economics or consent of instructor. 

Staff 
526. (559) Theory of Economic Development-4 hours. Offered 

on request. The theories of economic development will be ex
amined and particular attention will be given to their applica
tion to the development of the economy of the United States. 
Prerequisite: Social Studies 362. Dallas 

528. Seminar-4 hours. Offered on request. Research in eco-
nomics. Areas of study selected in conference. Staff 

Government 
*530. International Politics--4 hours. Fall. These broad areas 

are examined: (1) basic factors affecting international politics; 
(2) objectives which states commonly pursue; (3) means avail-
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able to states in the power struggle; (4) limitations on the 
power struggle; (5) the problems of peace. Foreign policies 
of the major p0wers are used to illustrate the topics covered, 
as are contemporary problems in international politics. For 
social studies teachers and for students who desire to do further 
work in this area. Prerequisite: 8 hours of government or 
consent of instructor. Dowell 

*531. (524) International Organization-4 hours. Winter. Re
views the forms of international organization throughout 
the world both private and public. This course stresses the 
change in relationship of nations since World War II, the possi
bility of the success of the United Nations, and its allied organi
zations. Prerequisite: 8 hours of government, or consent of 
instructor. Dowell 

*532. (527) Constitutional Law-4 hours. Winter, even-numbered 
years. The growth of the American constitutional system 
by analysis of leading Supreme Court decisions; the role of the 
Court in American politics, evolution of the federal systems, 
civil rights, problems of statutory interpretation, and judicial 
review of administrative action and regulations. Supplementary 
reading includes judicial biography and commentaries on the 
court. Prerequisites: Social Studies 130 and 231, or consent of 
instructor. Hamilton, Seltzer 

*533. (525) Foreign Govemments--4 hours. Spring, even-number
ed years. This course compares the governments of the major 
world powers and the methods used by each to cope with prob
lems of finance, health, housing, unemployment and control 
of natural resources. Prerequisite: Social Studies 130. Dowell 

*534. Legislative Process--4 hours. Spring, even-numbered years. 
This course stresses the methods used by legislative bodies 
to represent the complex needs of citizens, the recom
mendations made by professional organizations to improve legis
lation, and streamlining of the internal structure of legislative 
bodies. Prerequisites: Social Studies 130 and 231, or consent 
of instructor. Seltzer 

*535. (528) Political Theory-4 hours. Spring, odd-numbered 
years. Selected readings in political theory. Prerequisite: 8 
hours of government or consent of instructor. Fowler 

540. Research Methods in Govemment-4 hours. Fall, Summer. 
Research techniques and how to write research. 

Staff 
545. Seminar-4 to 8 hours. Arranged by request. Reading and 

research · in specific problems. Staff 

History 
550. Research Methods-4 hours. Fall, or by arrangement. A 

course in the philosophy, methodology, and practice of history 
and historical writing. Staff 
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551. Seminar on Selected Historical Topics-4 hours. Available 
upon request. Staff 

*552. (513) English History 1-4 hours. Winter, even-numbered 
years. A general survey. Bone, Gemmecke 

*553. (514) English History 11-4 hours. Spring, even-numbered 
years. A general course dealing with the history of England 
and the British Empire from 1689 to the present. Bone 

554. European Civilization-4 hours. Summer. A study of selected 
problems concerning the development of European civilization, 
including the renaissance, feudalism, the rise of medieval towns, 
and Christianity as the dominant religion. Organized especially 
to meet the needs of elementary teachers. No prerequisite. Bone 

*555. (515) Europe Since 1914-4 hours. Spring, odd-numbered 
years. A general survey of Europe in its world setting. Bone 

*557. (518) Russian History-4 hours. Fall. A study of the main 
currents of Russia's historical development from Varangian 
beginnings to the present emphasizing those characteristics of 
historic Russia. Prerequisite: Social Studies 352 or consent of 
the instructor. Bone 

*558. (512) Latin American History-4 hours. Winter. A general 
history of Latin America from the days of the Spanish and 
Portuguese conquests to the present. Bone 

*559. (516) The Far East-4 hours. Spring. A study of China 
and Japan in modern times with special attention to their rela
tions with western nations. Bone 

*560. (505) History of the South-4 hours. Fall, odd-numbered 
years. A study of the South from colonial beginnings to the 
present, emphasizing the impact of its historical development 
on the United States today. Prerequisites: Social Studies 261, 
262, 263. Scheick 

*562. (501) Westward Expansion-4 hours. Fall, even-numbered 
years. A study of the advancement of the frontier and its signifi
cance in American history. Prerequisites: Social Studies 261,262. 

Scheick, Thursfield 

*564. (509) History of Indiana-4 hours. Spring, Summer. A sur-
vey of the history of Indiana. Scheick 

*565. (504) American Diplomacy-4 hours. Spring, even-number
ed hours. A history of the relations of the United States with 
foreign nations providing a foundation for understanding our 
present international position. Prerequisites: Social Studies 262, 
263 or consent of the instructor. Dowell 

*566. (503) The United States Since 1900--4 hours. Winter, odd
numbered years. An intensive study of selected aspects of the 
history of the United States since 1900. Prerequisite: Social 
Studies 263 or consent of the instructor. Gemmecke 
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*568. American Thought--4 hours. Fall, even-numbered years. A 
survey comprising the cultural background of the main trends 
in American intellectual activity. Prerequisites: Social Studies 
262, 263 or consent of the instructor. 

Gemmecke, Thursfield 

Sociology 

*570. (540) Introduction to Social Anthropology-4 hours. Fall. 
The science of man and his cultural creations with emphasis on 
the patterning of human behavior, cross-cultural comparisons 
of personality, child development, and the channeling of human 
energy. Prerequisite: 8 hours of sociology or consent of in
structor. Annakin. Kraft 

*571. Social Classes-4 hours. Spring, even-numbered years. An 
examination of the various theories and systems of class and 
caste. Specific consideration is given to status, occupation, 
income, education, and other elements in contemporary American 
stratification. Specific consideration is given to the Warner 
and Centers approach to stratification. Recent novels and 
sciological writings are used to illustrate stratification elements. 
Prerequisite: 8 hours of sociology or consent of instructor. Kraft 

*572. The Sociology of Education-4 hours. Spring, Summer. (See 
also Education 513). Education as formal and informal encul
turation processes; the school as a social institution. Prerequi
site: 4 hours of sociology or consent of instructor. Anthony 

*574. (543) Juvenile Delinquency-4 hours. Winter, odd-numbered 
years. Definitions and interpretations; theories of causation and 
prevention; organization and functions of community agencies 
and institutions including police, courts, and probation. Prerequi
site: 8 hours of sociology or consent of instructor. Kline 

*575. (549) Population-4 hours. Spring, odd-numbered years. A 
study of the quantitative and qualitative aspects of population 
and population trends in significant areas of the world. Emphasis 
is on cultural implications with some attention to population 
research research techniques. Prerequisite: 8 hours of socio1ogy 
or consent of instructor. Annakin 

*576. Industrial Sociology-4 hours. Fall, even-numbered years. 
A general consideration of modern industrializing societies with 
particular reference to the sociology of work groups, formal and 
informal organization in the industrial plant, the labor union 
as an occupational association, the increasing bureaucratization 
of management and labor, and the emergence of managerial 
classes. Particular attention is given to recent studies and re
search findings in industrial sociology. Prerequisite: 8 hours or 
consent of instructor. Annakin 

*577. (558) Modern Social Thought--4 hours. Summer, odd-num
bered years. Contributions of modern sociologists to man's 
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conception of himself as a social being, and his ideas of social 
action. Prerequisite: 8 hours of sociology or consent of in
structor. Anthony 

*578. (541) Social Change--4 hours. Fall, odd-numbered years. 
The meaning of social change ; techniques and process of 
change: areas of change; differential rate of change; and the 
impact of change on man and his institutions. Prerequisite: 
8 hours of sociology or consent of instructor. Annakin 

*579. (548) Advanced Social Psychology-4 hours. Winter, Sum
mer. Personality is considered from the point of view of social 
interaction with specific attention to recent contributions of 
learning theorists, psychiatric theorists, sociologists, and social 
anthropologists. Prerequisite: 12 hours of sociology and psychol
ogy or consent of instructor. Annakin, Kraft 

580. Research Methods in Sociology-4 :hours. Fall, Summer. A 
consideration of scientific methods, values, biases, and theoreti
cal orientation as applicable to sociological research. Specific con
sideration is given to the various techniques of investigation and 
data collection in sociology and to techniques of organizing, ana
lyzing, and presenting such data. Prerequisite: graduate standing 
or consent of instructor. · Staff 

581. Contemporary Sociological Literature--4 hours. Offered on 
request. Students are expected to read widely and critically in 
the main sociological journals and related psychological, anthro
pological, and educational journals, and to present papers cover
ing their readings. Prerequisite: 12 hours of sociology or con
sent of instructor. Staff 

582. Sociological Theory-4 hours. Offered on request. A con
sideration of the meaning and purpose of theory and its relation
ship to empirical research. Specific consideration is given to 
contemporary theories-monistic, biological, psychological, eco
logical, culturological-and their convergence and synthesis. 
Prerequisite: 12 hours of sociology or consent of instructor. 

Annakin, Kraft 
583. Seminar in Sociological Problems-4 hours-8 hours. Of

fered on request. The student is expected, under the guidance 
of a staff member, to select an area of sociological interest, to 
read extensively and intensively in the literature and to or
ganize and present a paper of a critical nature covering his 
readings. Prerequisite: 12 hours of sociology or consent of 
instructor. Staff 

Social Work 
It is assumed that the student in Social Work has a background 

in psychology and sociology. Students who do not meet these pre
requisites must have consent of the instructor before registering 
for a course. 
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*590. (560) Fields of Social Work-4 hours. Fall, odd-numbered 
years. An introductory survey of the various fields of social 
work: the philosophy, history, and various problems and tech
niques. Prerequisite: minimum of 24 hours in Social Studies. 

Clare 

*591. Public Welfare-4 hours. Winter, even-numbered years. A 
continuation of 470. Social legislation and social security laws. 
Prerequisite: 24 hours in Social Studies. Clare 

*592. (563) Child Welfare-4 hours. Spring, even-numbered 
years. A study of private and government projects, policies, and 
activities in the special interests of adolescents and children. 
Prerequisite : 24 hours in Social Studies. Clare 

*593. (561) Case Work-4 hours. Summer, even-numbered years. 
A survey of the methods and purposes of carrying on case 
histories and case studies about an individual. Prerequisite: 24 
hours in Social Studies. 

*595. Community Welfare Organization-4 hours. Fall, even-num
bered years. A study of the community organization method as 
it applies to the planning, coordination, and integration of social, 
health, welfare, and recreational services. The class will observe 
community organization agencies by visits to its meetings and 
offices and particular attention shall be paid to the community 
chest organization, planning, actual campaign, and results. Pre
requisite: 24 hours in Social Studies. Clare 

*597. (562) Field Observation Case Work-4 hours. Winter, odd
numbered years. A course in agency observation and study, aim
ing to orient the student to a specific field work assignment. A 
minimum of 40 hours of on-the-spot observation of the agency's 
organization, functions, and methods required. Prerequisite: 
minimum of 24 hours in Social Studies plus 590, 591, 592, 593. 

Clare 

*598. Supervised Field Work-4 hours. Spring, odd-numbered 
years. A continuation of 597, Field Observation Case Work, with 
emphasis on supervised participation in the work of the agency. 
Each student is required to complete 80 hours of field work on 
specific assignments. The student's work is evaluated jointly 
by the agency supervisor and the instructor. Prerequisite: 
minimum of 24 hours in Social Studies plus 590, 591, 592, 593, 
597. Clare 
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Department of Special Education 
Dr. Porter (Chairman), Mr. Jordan, Mr. Moore, Mr. Orr, 

Miss PattQn, Dr. Rowe, Mrs. Stom. 

GENERAL STATEMENT 
The greater part of the work offered in the field of special edu

cation being of a technical clinical nature, is necessarily conducted 
on the graduate level. The major purpose of the department is to pre
pare students to be hearing therapists, speech correctionists, school 
psychometrists, and teachers of special classes for the physically and 
the mentally handicapped children. Requirements for each certifi
cate are listed on pages 24, 27, and 28. 

GRADUATE COURSES 
*525. Psycho-Physics of Sound and Audiometric Testing-4 

hours. Winter. This course includes the basic physics of sound 
and physiology of the hearing mechanism, the principles and 
practice of group and individual hearing testing, the theory and 
use of individual and group hearing aids and demonstration of 
individual hearing aids. Jordan 

*528. Mental Measurements 1-4 hours. Winter. The nature of 
intelligence from the standpoint of its measurements. Group 
tests are studied in detail and practice with them is required. 
An introduction is given to several individual tests of intel
ligence. Porter 

*533. Lip Reading-4 hours. Fall. A basic course giving acquaint
ance with the visual speech needs of the child who has sufficient 
residual hearing to remain in public school. The chief variants 
of method will be studied and the construction of, and practice 
with, graded material suited to various levels will be empha
sized. Practice demonstrations will be given and the work will 
lead to group and individual practice in Lip Reading Clinic later. 

Jordan 
*535. Lip Reading Clinic 1-4 hours. Fall, Winter, Spring. Clinical 

practice, group and individual, in the teaching of lip reading 
to hard-of-hearing children. Prerequisite: Special Education 
*533. Jordan 

*536. Education of the Mentally Retarded-4 hours. Fall. The 
causation of mental retardation, types of mentally retarded 
children, diagnosis and disposition of cases. Prerequisite: Special 
Education 262 or Education 550. Patton, Moore, Orr 

*537. Methods with Mentally Retarded-4 hours. Fall. General 
and special techniques and materials used with mentally re
tarded children. Prerequisite: Special Education 536. Patton 
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538. Education of the Mentally Retarded 11-4 hours. Arranged. 
Techniques of differential diagnosis where cerebral palsy, deaf
ness, aphasia, and emotional maladjustment simulate mental 
deficiency and methods and materials for the education of these 
children. Prerequisite: Special Education 536. Jordan 

•546. Speech Therapy 11-4 hours. Winter. A continuation of 
Special Education 345 in which particular attention is given to 
the etiologies and therapies of stuttering. It includes the speech 
problems of aphasia, cerebral palsy, brain injury, and hard-of
hearing. Prerequisite: Special Education 345. Rowe 

647. Seminar in Speech Pathology-4 hours. Arranged. Each 
student will do detailed study and research in the field of speech 
therapy under supervision. Class is limited to six students. 
Prerequisite: Special Education 553. Rowe 

•553. Speech Clinic 11-4 hours. Fall, Winter, Spring. · Continua
tion of Speech Clinic I. Prerequisite: Special Education 352 and 
Special Education 546. 

554. Speech Clinic 111-4 hours. Arranged. Continuation of 
Clinic II. To be taken with Special Education 547. Rowe 

*655. Methods in Speech Correction-4 hours. Winter. A critical 
study of materials, textbooks, methods, and techniques in the 
organization and teaching of speech correction. Rowe 

*564. Clinical Method in Psychology-4 hours. Spring. A study 
of the problems of children from the standpoint of the causes, 
manifest behavior, diagnosis, and adjustment. Prerequisite: 
Special Education 528. Porter 

566. Mental Measurements 11-4 hours. Fall, Winter. This 
course aims to give students an opportunity to gain skill in the 
use of individual tests of intelligence ; the Binet Intelligence 
Scale, Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, and the Wechsler
Bellevue Intelligence Scale for Adults. Prerequisite: Special 
Education 564. Porter 

*568. Abnormal Psychology-4 hours. Fall. A study of the 
characteristics and causes of abnormal behavior. Emphasis cen
ters in emotional disorders, the neuroses and the psychoses. 

Jordan 

*570. Diagnosis and Remedial Treatment of Reading Difficulties 
-4 hours. Winter. Techniques of diagnosis and remedial treat
ment of reading difficulties at all levels. Moore, Orr. 

*57 4. Organization, Administration, and Supervision of Special 
Classes-4 hours. Spring. Methods of selection and place
ment, requirements of personnel, in-service training of teacher, 
problems of supervision, and problems of relationships of special 
to regular classes. Porter 
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*577. Reading Clinic 1-4 hours. Arranged. This course is directed 
to the examination, diagnosis and remedial aspects of reading 
disability cases in a clinical situation. May be repeated once for 
credit with the consent of Chairman of the Department. Prerequi
site: Special Education 570. Orr 

*580. Education of the Physically Handicapped-4 hours. Spring. 
This course aims to help the student understand the 
educational and psychological needs of crippled children; to be
come familiar with various teaching techniques to meet these 
needs; and to study problems that arise in group adjustment. 
Prerequisite: Special Education 262 or Education 550. Moore 

582. Clinical Psychology-4 hours. Arranged. Study of types of 
clinical cases, procedures of diagnosis including an introduction 
to projective techniques and psychopathology. Prerequisite: 
Special Education 564. Porter 

586. Psychological Clinic-4 hours. Winter, Spring. Experience 
in the use of clinical psychological techniques such as tests, 
interviews and observations in clinical diagnosis of children's 
problems. May be repeated once for credit with the consent 
of Chairman of the Department. Prerequisite: Special Education 
566. Porter 

590. Education of the Gifted-4 hours. The special problems and 
philosophy relating to gifted and talented children and the pres
ent practices and methods in educating them. Porter 

600. Preparation of Thesis-8 hours. By arrangement with the 
chairman of student's thesis committee. 
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Dr. Morgan (Chairman), Mr. Aggertt, Mr. Boyle, Dr. Masters, 

Mrs. Nees, Dr. Rohrig, Dr. Savage. 
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The primary purpose of graduate work in speech is the prepara
tion of master teachers in dramatics, radio, and forensics or a com
bination of these fields. Opportunity is provided for those with 
exceptional talents to develop their abilities in such highly special
ized fields as directors of plays, radio and television programs, 
writers of plays, radio and television scripts, acting and announcing, 
radio control room operator, stage property director, etc. 

In addition to the preparation of secondary teachers of speech, 
the graduate offerings in this department will provide the non
teaching student with an opportunity to intensify his training in 
th -~ speech area of his choice. 

Not more than thirty-two hours of graduate credit in speech 
(exclusive of 600-research courses or the thesis) can be applied 
t (Jward the master's degree. The student should consult his de-
1Jartmental chairman to prepare a schedule of study. 

Secondary School Teacher of Speech 
EC::ucation Courses ···········-··················•·························································· 12 hours 

Education 561 
Education 522 or 526 
Any one of: Education 503, 504, 512, 513 

Speech 527, 528, 530 ...................................................................................... 12 hours 
Speech 584, 688, 591 ···································-················································· 12 hours 
Approved electives (may include thesis or 600 courses) ··················' ····· 12 hours 

TOTAL ...................................................................................... 48 hours 

GRADUATE COURSES 
*519. Radio News Writing-4 hours. Arranged. A course offering 

practical experience with the news staff of WBOW in editing, 
writing, and presenting news programs. Morgan 

*521. Radio Control Room Technique-4 hours. Each quarter, Sum
mer. A course designed to train students specializing in radio 
in the operation and maintenance of necessary control room 
equipment (including microphones, pre-amplifiers, line ampli
fiers, recorders, patch panels, talk back, and sound truck.) 

Boyle, Morgan 
*522. Advanced Radio Control Room Technique-4 hours. Each 

quarter, First Summer term. Advanced study of the techniques 
introduced in the beginning course with special emphasis on 
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problems of educational radio (particularly FM stations) and 
acquaintance with control room problems of commercial stations 
of various sizes (including observation and consultation with 
commercial control room operators.) Boyle, Morgan 

*523. Fundamentals of Radio Directing-4 hours. Each quarter, 
First Summer term. This introductory course in the field of 
radio program directing will emphasize the technique of radio 
cueing, script mark-up, microphones, castings, and timing. (Open 
by permission only.) Boyle, Morgan 

*524. Advanced Radio Directing-4 hours. Each quarter, First 
Summer term. A continuation of Speech 523 in which the finer 
points of radio directing will be introduced--compensation for 
frequency losses in line and receivers, the introduction of sound 
effects and music into the program, script interpretation, and 
the psychological aspects of directing. Actual experience in di
recting radio productions will be part of the course. (Open by 
permission only). Boyle, Morgan 

525. Radio in Education-4 hours. Winter, odd-numbered years. A 
course to acquaint teachers with the utilization of radio in the 
classroom work. Boyle, Morgan 

526. Advanced Radio Workshop-4 hours. Each quarter, First 
Summer term. Practical training in the utilization of broadcast
ing techniques. Boyle, Morgan 

527. Modem Trends in Radio Education-4 hours. Fall, Spring, 
Second Summer term. A course emphasizing history and ob
jectives with research in modern developments and equipment 
and their influence on educational broadcasting. Boyle, Morgan 

528. Advanced Radio Speech-4 hours. Fall, Winter. Work in 
microphone techniques with special emphasis on pronunciation, 
articulation, and characterization. Boyle, Morgan 

529. The Writing of Radio and Television Drama-4 hours. Fall, 
Winter. An intensive study of the writing of radio and television 
drama as applied to classroom utilization. Morgan 

530. Advanced Radio Program Production-4 hours. Each quar-
ter. A course emphasizing the techniques of radio production in 
actual radio broadcasts. Prerequisite: Speech 528. Boyle, Morgan 

542. Radio Music-4 hours. Winter, even-numbered years. A 
course emphasizing history and use of music in radio with re
search in materials and selection of music for the educational 
broadcasts. Prerequisite: 24 hours in Speech, English and Mu
~~ Beyk 

550. Modem Trends in Television-4 hours. Each quarter. A 
course emphasizing recent developments in the field of both 
educational and commercial television. Special study will be made 
of the impact of television upon the social and economic life of 
the American public. 
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551. Advanced Television Techniques-4 hours. Each quarter. A 
study of the use of scenic design and construction, properties, 
lighting, special effects, graphics, costumes and make-up, and 
acting in television productions. Special emphasis will be given 
to the use of the elements of television for educational purposes 
in both closed and open circuit installation. 

556. Coaching in the Forensic Program-4 hours. Winter. The 
application of principles of argumentation in coaching and judg
ing in the various types of debates. Coaching debate teams under 
supervision. Prerequisite : Speech 456. Aggertt 

565. The Lecture Recital-4 hours. Arranged. Selection of materi
als and study of techniques of delivery for the lecture recital. 
Each student will participate in one recital. Prerequisite: Speech 
465. Nees 

566. Choric Speech Direction-4 hours. Arranged. Study of ma
terials and procedures for producing choral speech programs for 
school or public performances. Prerequisite: Speech 366. N ees 

571. American Oratory-4 hours. Arranged. A study of American 
oratory and its significance to our national life. The leading 
orators will be studied in relation to their influence upon the 
thought and legislation of their times. Aggertt 

575. Contemporary Theatre Tour-2 hours. Post-Summer. Con
centrated eight days of "theatre on the spot" in New York; in
tensive study of scene design, costume, lighting, play publishing 
through daily sessions at theatre trade houses; observation of 
radio and TV techniques at national network studios; attendance 
at eight major Broadway productions with visits backstage con
ducted by stage managers; daily luncheons with professional 
craftsmen and stars. Reports required on each production phase 
observed; also an exhaustive research type paper on specific 
related topic with full research. Masters 

576. Advanced Scenery Problems.-4 hours. Winter. An advanced 
study of stagecraft and scene design problems and their solution 
for such types of production as wagon and revolving stages, 
arena type presentation, and conventional picture frame stag
ing. Practical application to current productions. Rohrig, Savage 

577. Direction of Technical Phases of Play Production-4 hours. 
Spring. Theory and practice of technical direction of the make
up, costume, and lighting phases of play production. Practical 
application to current productions. Rohrig, Savage 

579. Junior Theatre Problem~ hours. Arranged. A considera
tion of dramatic literature and production problems which are 
inherent in the theatre for children. Masters 

580. Theatre Practice Survey-4 hours. Fall and Spring, odd
numbered years, Winter and Spring, even-numbered years. An 
introduction to all technical phases of theatre. A course designed 
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especially for English teachers and teachers in other fields who 
are expected to direct plays in high school. Rohrig 

584. Elements of Dramatic Appreciation-4 hours. Arranged. 
Research and study on topics related to the development of en
joyment and understanding of dramatic presentations. Masters 

588. Esthetics of the Theater-4 hours. Spring. Elements of 
unity, coherence, emphasis, variety, contrast, and rhythm, as 
they apply to theatre. Masters 

589. Survey of Speech Arts-4 hours. Summer. An introduction 
to recent innovations and new techniques in the use of Speech 
Arts both in and out of the classroom. Boyle 

591. Play Production Problems-4 hours. Each year. Realism, 
symbolism, stylization, formalism, and expressionism in the di
rection of actors in a play. Masters 

600. Preparation of Thesis-4 hours. By arrangement with chair
man of student's thesis committee. 




